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ABSTRACT
TEACHER INQUIRY IN A PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SCHOOL
ENVIRONMENT
by
Elizabeth Murray Pendergraft
The purpose of this qualitative study was to examine interactions that occurred
as nine teachers and one principal in a professional development school (PDS)
participated in teacher inquiry. Dewey’s (1938) Theory of Inquiry describing the
acquisition of knowledge through logic provided the theoretical framework to support the
design of this study. In addition, Vygotsky’s (1986) sociocultural theory was used to
better understand the interactive nature of inquiry groups and the social aspect of learning
involved in inquiry. This study was guided by four questions: (1) What is the process
that teachers in a PDS environment go through as they work through the inquiry process?
(2) How do teachers in a PDS environment conceptualize the inquiry project? (3) What
factors encourage or inhibit participation by group members in the inquiry process? (4)
What factors influence the implementation of the recommendations of inquiry projects?
The researcher, who was also a faculty member of the partner university, served as a
participant observer.
Data sources included in-depth interviews, researcher’s reflections and field notes
from each inquiry meeting, observations of the inquiry meetings, and the data collected
during the actual inquiry process (Schensul, Schensul, & LeCompte, 1999). Data were
analyzed using the constant-comparative method (Glasser & Strauss, 1967). Confidence

in the results was established through prolonged engagement and persistent observation
over a period of nine months.
The teachers conceptualized the inquiry project in three ways: as an action plan,
an investigation, or an opportunity for learning. The roles of the university were
identified as one of support and networking. Participation was influenced by the
incentive of professional development units and an interest in the topic. Finally, the
implementation of the inquiry project was influenced by outside agencies, support of
administrators, and the relevance of the topic.
Recognizing teachers’ conceptualization of the inquiry process and what
motivates teachers to participate will enable university faculties to support teachers as
they embark on inquiry projects. Understanding the process that teachers go through and
what factors support or inhibit the implementation of inquiry projects will enable
universities to support professional development schools as they develop and implement
inquiry projects.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The use of professional development schools to prepare preservice teachers is an
area of interest to me as the professional development school (PDS) coordinator for a
small university in the south. The university has a small College of Education graduating
approximately two hundred undergraduate students every year. Of that two hundred,
approximately three-fourths (all elementary, middle grades, and secondary students) are
placed in one of the thirty-seven professional development schools in the professional
development school network (PDSN) during each of the semesters they are enrolled in
the College of Education. The only students not placed in the professional development
schools are the special education and physical education majors. Attempts are made
whenever possible to place these students in professional development schools; however,
these students can not all be placed in PDS schools because there are not enough
specialized teachers within the schools to facilitate these placements.
The university created the PDSN in 1998 in cooperation with the area P-16
Council. Administrators and educators in the area were invited to an informational
session to learn about professional development schools to determine if their schools
would be interested in entering into a professional development school partnership with
the university. If schools determined they were interested, they were then invited to
apply to be professional development schools. Schools were accepted based on their
willingness to work with preservice teachers, the number of teachers they had available to
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work with preservice teachers, and their commitment to ongoing professional learning.
Teachers were required to submit applications with recommendations from an
administrator and two peers in order to be considered for master teacher selection.
Teachers also submitted narrative descriptions of their teaching practices and classroom
management strategies as part of the application process.
Part of the commitment of each school to the PDS partnership was the
commitment of ongoing professional learning by the faculty at each PDS. To facilitate
the ongoing professional learning and to incorporate the recommendations of the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) to engage in
continuous learning and self study (NCATE, 2001a) the university implemented Inquiry
Projects in 2001. The thirty-seven elementary professional development schools are on a
rotational cycle with five to six schools participating in inquiry projects each year. The
schools are never required to participate. If at any time there are issues that might
prevent the faculty from devoting the needed time to the project, the building coordinator
or administrator may decide to delay participation. The teachers are never required to
participate either. The teachers who participate in the inquiry projects are invited to
participate and may be teachers who work with the apprentices or lab students or they
may be teachers in the school who want to learn more about the professional
development school partnership. A faculty member from the university is assigned to
work with the school on an as needed basis. The school invites the faculty member to
participate at a variety of levels from total immersion to simple advisor.
The Inquiry Project involves schools forming study groups to explore topics of
interest or concern. The process normally involves a selection of the topic through either
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a review of the school Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) report or a
survey of the faculty followed by a literature review to further explore the topic. Surveys
of the faculty, parents, or students may also be conducted to gain additional insight.
Faculty members from the university serve as members of the inquiry teams or as
resources as needed during the inquiry process. Schools are encouraged to implement the
findings of the inquiry projects within their school and to share their findings with the
other schools in the PDSN. Some of the faculty at the professional development schools
have presented their inquiry projects at local, state, and national conferences with
university faculty. Several of the schools are in the process of submitting articles for
publication with university faculty. Examples of some of the inquiry projects that have
been conducted in the past include studying homework practices and implementing
changes in school homework policies, examining staff development practices and
changing staff development options for their schools based on their findings, researching
the topic of looping in the elementary school and implementing looping on a trial basis in
select classrooms, and examining best practices in math instruction and implementing
professional development based on their findings.
Some schools have had more success than others in implementing their final
projects and in selecting topics. Observation of the inquiry results appear to indicate that
some schools have received enthusiastic support from the teachers and administrators at
their schools while others indicate that key teachers led the inquiry and others did not
want to participate, forcing one or two people to be responsible for the majority of the
work. Some administrators appear to be more supportive than others. Learning more
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about how the professional development school environment influences an inquiry
project was the purpose of this research study.
Rationale for the Study
How do partnerships between universities and public schools impact teacher
inquiry groups? Valli, Cooper, and Frankes (1997) stress that in order to be a considered
a professional development school (PDS), a school must participate in school wide
research that would promote exemplary teaching practices. This research should be
focused on improving the learning of students. Sirotnik (1988) describes the collaboration
between universities and schools as a vehicle for change that involves the input of the
practitioner. How do universities encourage this collaboration? Teachers indicate their
need for a supportive environment where they can collaborate and engage in dialogue
with their colleagues and other professionals. They appreciate opportunities to ask
questions and voice their ideas. Teachers in professional development schools have
identified their appreciation for working in collaboration as part of a learning community
(Snow-Gerono, 2005). One of the benefits of working in an inquiry group within a
partnership school is the access to professional experts in the field. While the learning
communities are the driving force for successful teacher inquiry, Snow-Gerono suggests
that “university partners could play more active roles in structuring learning communities
to increase learning and development for more teachers, prospective and practicing”(p.
249). Examining how universities can enhance the professional learning of the practicing
teachers who are committed to the preparation of the preservice teachers is an area that
professional development schools need to explore.
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In 2001, the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)
initiated a project to develop standards and an assessment process for PDSs. This effort
was designed to assure quality and accountability in the ever growing professional
development school community. The resulting works of this initiative were the Standards
for the Assessment of Professional Development Schools (NCATE, 2001a) and the
Handbook for the Assessment of Professional Development Schools (NCATE, 2001b).
Five PDS standards were developed and have been used to guide the work of professional
development schools since. The standards are: (I) Learning Community, (II)
Accountability and Quality Assurance, (III) Collaboration, (IV) Diversity and Equity, and
(V) Structures (NCATE, 2001). Teacher inquiry groups can be a way for university and
professional development school partnerships to engage in valuable collaborative teacher
research in professional learning communities addressing standards I and III. These
learning communities are described by Goodlad (1990) as a way to promote the
simultaneous renewal of schools and teacher education. Some professional development
school partnerships have found a natural connection between inquiry and accountability
by conducting self studies and by, engaging PDS partners in a critical examination of
their work (Trachtman, 2007).
Teacher inquiry naturally assumes that there is collaboration between the
university and the professional development school; however, Snyder (1998) discusses
concerns about the lack of support for teacher inquiry. Teacher inquiry is not rewarded
with any type of incentive. In addition, teachers are not allotted time to participate in
teacher inquiry. McTaggert (1989) found that many teachers preferred to keep to
themselves not participating in group activities. Some teachers actually go into teaching
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because of the autonomy offered in their own classrooms. In a review of literature by
Abdal-Haqq (1998) addresses the issue that PDSs have not been as successful in
addressing their goals with sustained, applied inquiry as they have with preservice and inservice teacher development. With challenges like these facing universities that attempt
to incorporate teacher inquiry into their professional development school programs, what
can universities do to help facilitate teacher inquiry in professional development schools?
The rationale for this study is to examine the collaborative relationships of teacher
inquiry in the professional development schools in order to inform the field about how
teacher inquiry occurs in a professional development school setting. The following
questions were used to guide this study:
1. What is the process that teachers in a PDS environment go through as they
work through the inquiry process?
2. How do teachers in a PDS environment conceptualize the inquiry project?
3. What factors encourage or inhibit participation by group members in the
inquiry process?
4. What factors influence the implementation of the recommendations of inquiry
projects?
Overview of the Study
This qualitative study examined the interactions that occurred as teachers in one
professional development school participated in teacher inquiry. Observations and
interviews were conducted to determine what factors encourage or inhibit the
participation of teachers in the inquiry process and to understand the stages that teachers
go through as they work through the inquiry process within the professional development
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school environment and to determine how the involvement of the university influences
the project. On-going participant observation by the researcher helped to explain what
influences the implementation of teacher inquiry projects once they had been completed.
Data were analyzed using a constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
The research occurred at a small professional development school (Inquiry
Elementary) that has worked in partnership in the education of preservice teachers with a
small university (Inquiry University) in the southeast. I was a University Coordinator for
the Professional Development Schools at Inquiry University. I was a participant observer
in the teacher inquiry group observing the ongoing dialogue and interaction that occurred
during the inquiry process.
Theoretical Framework
The Theory of Inquiry
How do people acquire knowledge through inquiry? John Dewey (1900) describes
the learner as going through four stages of thought where ideas are developed. In the first
stage there are emergencies and crises, problems that evoke questions and ideas. This
questioning stage is followed by a stage that where discussions may take place that bring
about differing opinions and perspectives that will influence those initial ideas and
questions. Including others in the discussion to encourage critical comparisons and
selective decision will eventually become a habit for the learner encouraging reflection.
This reflection leads to a period of guessing and making hypothesis. This stage is
where possibilities are examined and questioned. Finally the fourth stage is where the
hypothesis is tested. A period of observation and checking begin to develop new
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understandings and ideas and to answer questions. This deduction will eventually bring
to light new facts and understanding.
According to Dewey, experience is central to the acquisition of knowledge. The
quality of experience depends on the ability of the participant to grow from the
experience. Activities can not only stimulate but also stagnate the participant’s ability to
acquire new knowledge. Additionally, experience can be judged by the concept of
interaction. Dewey (1938) suggests, “The experience is what it is because of a
transaction between an individual and what, at that time, constitutes his environment”
(pp. 43-44). The environment is whatever conditions the participant is experiencing. It
can be the book he is reading, the experiment he is conducting, the class he is taking, the
school he is teaching at, or the inquiry group in which he is currently participating
(Gill,1993).
Dewey’s (1933, 1964) description of reflection as in inquiry was different from
the general stream of consciousness. This view is described as the mind focusing on a
thought or a problem to gain meaning. This type of reflection can be developed.
According to Dewey, this conscious type of reflection is not found in traditional, didactic,
learning environment. Valuing both the conscious control and the intuitive insights
gained, reflective thought is recursive with new insights gained as new problems develop
and are addressed (Murphy, Richards, Lewis, & Carman, 2005).
Schon (1983, 1987) utilized Dewey’s work on reflective thought on his work with
reflective practice. Reflective practice is when professionals have the knowledge base
necessary to look at their work either during or after, or even perhaps when something
unexpected happens, and make connections from past experiences. This reflective
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practice can also occur when we one thinks back about an experience and attempts to
analyze an event (Murphy, Richards, Lewis, & Carman, 2005)
Also using Dewey’s concept of reflection, Rodgers (2002) developed four criteria
for reflection that she equates with inquiry. The four criteria are:
1. Reflection is a meaning-making process that moves a learner from one
experience into the next with deeper understanding of its relationships with
and connections to other experiences and ideas. It is the thread that makes
continuity of learning possible, and ensures the progress of the individual and
ultimately, society. It is a means to essentially moral ends.
2. Reflection is a systematic, rigorous, disciplined way of thinking, with its roots
in scientific inquiry.
3. Reflection needs to happen in community, in interaction with others.
4. Reflection requires attitudes that value the personal and intellectual growth of
oneself and of others. (p.845)
The meaning making process can be both, direct participation or interaction with
objects such as reading a book or a discussion with others. An experience involves the
interaction between the person and another individual, or whatever constitutes the
environment at hand (Dewey, 1944). There is a creation of meaning from experience.
Reflection as a rigorous way of thinking is the “bridge of meaning that connects
one experience to the next that gives direction and impetus to growth” (Rodgers, 2002).
Rodgers suggests that teachers have an impulse to reflect that is generated by interactions
with and the conscious perception of, the potential significance inherent in an experience.
The learner is motivated to resolve an issue or do something about it. In other words, the
learner is motivated to start the inquiry process.
Reflection in a community means that one must express ones thoughts to others in
order for ideas to be truly formed. Dewey (1944) recognized that sharing ideas with
others allowed a person to reveal strengths and weaknesses a persons thinking and
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forcing a person to truly understand their own ideas in order to explain them to someone
else. Forming ideas require seeing how others see it which takes input from another.
Finally, Rodgers (2002) identified attitudes that Dewey (1944) alludes to in his
description of reflection. These attitudes, whole heartedness, directness, open
mindedness, responsibility, and readiness all influence a person’s reflective capability.
Awareness of attitudes can influence a person’s ability to learn. Our attitudes can direct
our reflections and in turn direct the course of the inquiry process.
Henry Levin (1991) describes his interpretation of Dewey’s views of the process
of inquiry:
The inquiry approach is a systematic and disciplined method for understanding
problems, finding and implementing solutions, and assessing their results. It is a
process for incorporating values, obtaining information on alternatives, and
building on the strengths and talents of staff, parents, and students. It is also an
approach to testing solutions to see if they work. (p. 2)
Dewey’s Logic Theory of Inquiry (1938) points to thought through the process of
experiencing in problem-solving situations that would be of significant interest to the
participant. The interaction of problem-solving in a social setting contributes to Dewey’s
view of the social nature of thought (1903). Thought emerges as one interacts with others
in the group. The participant depends on the others in the group to overcome conflicts
and obstacles in the inquiry. As the participant communicates their experiences with
others they are able to become conscious of others opinions and in turn use those ideas to
inform their own understandings. Thought is a social process and improvement of the
quality of thought and ideas must be achieved through social interaction. The social
setting or learning community is bound together by the common purposes of the
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community. Through the interaction of this community the inquiry can then become
knowledge that can be acted upon (Baker, 1955).
The common characteristics necessary for inquiry to occur are intellectual
curiosity, motivation, openness in inquiry, and openness to change (Regan, Case, &
Brubacher, 2000). Dewey (1933) identifies three stages of curiosity, one of which is
intellectual curiosity. Intellectual curiosity is when curiosity is transformed “into interest
in finding out for oneself the answers to questions that are aroused by contact with
persons and things” (p.39). This intellectual curiosity impacts all areas of learning and
inquiry. Personal motivation is equally important in an effort to build on personal
intellectual curiosity. If the motivation for the experience is a personal thing it will
inherently stimulate involvement. The participant must be willing to engage in and
accept differing opinions and views and be open to challenge and criticism. When these
characteristics are evident the process of inquiry can occur leading to a culture of inquiry
within a school.
This study used these views of inquiry and reflection to explore the process used
by the teachers as they were involved in their inquiry project. In addition the overall
study was also informed by a sociocultural perspective as described in the section to
follow.
Sociocultural Theory
Sociocultural theory was used as a theoretical framework for this study. The
interactive nature of the inquiry groups requires participation and communication.
Vygotsky argues that an individual understands the world through participation in
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activities that require cognitive and communicative functions. As interaction with
people, events, and even objects occurs, learning takes place. (Vygotsky, 1986).
Vygotsky theorized that learning and development occur on two separate planes:
the social and the psychological. An individual first learns on the interpsychological
plane through interactions with more experienced peers. Later the individual moves to
the intrapsychological plane when internalization occurs. Vygotsky describes
internalization as the process an individual experiences through participation in
interpersonal interactions where cultural ways of thinking are demonstrated in actions,
and the person is able to use them so they become some form of mental functioning
(Dimitriadis & Kamberelis, 2006).
Vygotsky suggested that individuals used the tool of language as a means to
mediate and regulate our relationships with others and with ourselves. This mediation
would change the nature of our relationships with others (Vygotsky, 1978). Raphel et al.
(2001) offer the following explanation of how Vygotsky’s theory of learning “plays out
in discourse practices:”
Vygotsky’s basic tenet is that learning is a social phenomenon. Individuals learn,
but that learning begins, and is based in, social activity or the social plane. This
social plane is reflected in the public and shared discourse of the teacher study
group as ideas are appropriated and transformed. (p. 606)
How we interact and communicate with our peers can influence how we are perceived
and how our contributions to a group are received.
Rogoff, Mtusov, and White (1996) discuss how sociocultural theory is the
theoretical stance for the concept of a community of learners that involves both active
learners and more skilled partners both involved in a collaborative endeavor. While the
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participants are all active learners, the inquiry groups could be viewed as a community of
learners.
This research engaged teachers in an inquiry project as part of their professional
development school commitment. The background literature discussing teacher study
groups, the benefits of teacher inquiry, and professional development schools will be
established in Chapter 2 and the methodology will be discussed in Chapter 3. The results
of the actual inquiry project describing the inquiry process will be discussed in Chapter 4
while the results of the research study will be examined in Chapter 5. Finally, a
discussion of recommendations and implications can be found in the conclusion in
Chapter 6.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
To fully understand the role of the university in the inquiry project of a
professional development school, it is necessary to have an understanding of the history
of professional development schools and to examine why and how universities are
contributing to inquiry projects with their professional development schools. Exploring
the benefits of teacher inquiry, including how schools are using inquiry as a form of
teacher professional development, also helps to explain why teacher inquiry projects can
be a valuable partnership activity between the university and the professional
development schools. Finally, information on teacher research in general can be
informative to our understanding of the inquiry processes of the teachers in this study.
The History of Professional Development Schools
Professional development schools (PDSs) have evolved from the work of John
Dewey (1929) and John Goodlad (1988). In the mid-1980s, professional development
schools began to surface as a way to improve teacher education and reform P-12 schools.
During this time, several reform reports and studies in the area of professional
development schools were published advocating their use (Carnegie Forum, 1986;
Goodlad, 1990; Holmes Group, 1986). The vision of the university-school partnership
was one of a place where clinical preparation could occur with novice teachers receiving
training on site at the P-12 school. The training that preservice teachers would receive at
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the university level would also be shared in the schools with the teachers who are
mentoring the preservice teachers. Through this model, best practices learned through
the PDS partnership would be communicated throughout the larger education
community. This new found interest and the possibilities generated interest among
educators, legislators, policymakers, researchers, journalist, and funders resulting in an
increase in the number of PDSs (Clark, 1995). Some states have provided financial
support to support the development and implementation of professional development
schools (Abdal-Haqq, 1998).
The Board of Regents in the University System where this research occurred
responded to this call by providing start up funds to interested universities in the
University System through P-16 grants. These grants were designed to improve
education for students in schools from Pre-K through college. Inquiry University
developed a pilot PDS program in 1998. Grant funding was available for the first three
years of the PDS (Cooper, et al.,1999). At that point Inquiry University, realizing the
importance of the success of the PDS to the College of Education, continued financial
support of the PDS through a course release to support one faculty member to serve as
the university coordinator. The participating school systems agreed to support the
continued work through release time for P-12 building coordinators to meet with
university faculty four times a year.
PDSs are frequently engaged in restructuring that may involve organizational
change, redesign of teacher work, reallocation of resources, improvements to teaching
practices, and changes in relationships among the stakeholders of the school (AbdalHaqq, 1991). They have become an effective setting for training of preservice teachers,
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and beginning teachers indicate that their practice training is one of the most important
features of their teacher preparation (Goodlad, 1990; Levine, 1988). A recent
longitudinal study of 1,000 graduates revealed that PDSs significantly and positively
affected how long teachers stay in education, indicating that involvement in a PDS can
reduce teacher attrition (Latham & Vogt, 2007). The PDS is considered to be an
important element in redesigning and improving teacher education (Abdal-Haqq, 1998;
Darling-Hammond, 1994).
In an effort to improve accountability and assure quality across the growing
professional development school community, NCATE initiated an effort to develop
standards for professional development schools. As part of the redesign and improvement
of teacher education and commitment to the recommendations of NCATE (2001),
professional development schools began to incorporate teacher inquiry as part of their
professional development school models. Teacher inquiry groups can be a way for
university and professional development school partnerships to engage in valuable
collaborative teacher research addressing standards for professional learning communities
and for collaboration. A focus on the efforts to improve student achievement at the P-12
level, as well as the redesign of initial teacher preparation programs, are all part of the
simultaneous renewal cycle that universities undergo as part of the NCATE self study.
Bay-Williams. Scott, and Hancock (2007) offer the following definition of
simultaneous renewal:
Simultaneous renewal is an approach for system-wide change, which means that
each educator is working in his or her setting while working toward the same
goals. The goals are shared among all members of the team and originate from
the study of data on student learning and standards related to teaching and
learning. (p. 243)
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Successful PDS partnerships depend on factors such as “shared vision of simultaneous
renewal, active and open communication between all partners, and ensured true
egalitarianism and empowerment” (Lefever-Davis, Johnson, & Pearman, 2007, p. 204).
The inquiry process is one way of providing for simultaneous renewal, communication
between the PDS partners, and full involvement an empowerment of all participants in
the PDS.
Trachtman (2007) discusses two big ideas in relationship to collaborative
reconstruction and simultaneous renewal:
a) adults and youth in PDSs commit to sharing responsibility for using inquiry to
improve teaching, learning, and leading because that is the heart of PDS work and
b) the inquires in which participants engage provide for their cross-institutional
partnership. (Trachtman, 2007, p. 197)
This simultaneous renewal process connects the PDSs, inquiry and accountability. As
part of the PDS assessment process, PDS partners engage in self study of their work to
show how the partnership meets the NCATE PDS standards. The NCATE (2001a)
standards state that “PDS partners collaboratively develop assessments, collect
information, and use results to systematically examine their practices and establish
outcomes goals for all P-12 students, candidates, faculty, and other professionals” (p.13).
Inquiry in PDS work is understood to be the professional work completed by the
PDS partners and candidates that “simultaneously focused on meeting students’ needs
and supported the learning of faculty and candidates” (Trachtman, 2007, p. 199). Berry
and Boles (1998) discuss this connection of inquiry and accountability or quality
assurance. They suggest that participants in PDSs engage in assessment to transform
daily teaching and learning, collaboratively inquire to determine best practices for
students, and examine the impact of inquiry on teaching practices and student learning.
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Professional Development Schools and Inquiry
Teacher inquiry in the professional development school can take many forms.
Previously professional development schools have focused on inquiry as a way for
practicing teachers, preservice teachers, university faculty, and school administrators to
work together to address issues of importance to the school, such as instructional
strategies, curriculum, learning environments, community and parent relationships, and
staff roles (Nelson, 1998). Professional development schools are unique in that they
participate in inquiry based on research-based practices and then engage in continuous
inquiry to inform their curriculum, teaching techniques, and the evaluation of outcomes
(Holmes, 1990). Recently inquiry has also begun to be associated with the accountability
of programs. As schools participate in simultaneous renewal through inquiry they
establish a culture of collaboration, inquiry and continuous growth (Shroyer, Yahnke, et
al. 2007).
Previous research has examined the collaborative inquiries done in professional
development schools. Murphy, Richards, Lewis, and Carman (2005) describe an inquiry
study conducted between a university and a K-8 urban school. The purpose of this
project was to support the teachers continued professional development in technology
while informing the teacher education program at the university. The inquiry group
established goals for their work on technology and then moved to smaller clusters to
focus their inquiry projects on a particular strand of interest. Once their strand was
finished it was shared and implemented. The method for conducting inquiry was
considered a successful method of conducting collaborative inquiry between the
university and the public school partners. The results of this inquiry project have been
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shared with other universities to be used as an example as they create plans for their
school-university partnerships.
In a qualitative study of professional learning communities, Snow-Gerono (2005)
discussed the dialogue that develops in a culture of inquiry in a partnership school.
Teachers in professional development schools worked in small inquiry groups to address
topics of concern. Teachers directed the process, controlling the direction and focus of
the inquiry project, including the way the inquiry process was implemented. These
processes could vary from group to group. In the study conducted by Snow-Gerono, field
observations revealed that teachers were all invited to participate in inquiry, and they
looked to outside experts such as university faculty as resources, but there was no
structured agenda for the inquiry process within the learning community. A suggestion
that came from this study was for PDS university partners to provide a more structured
format for inquiry participants to follow. A consideration for universities would be to use
the structure of the professional development school network to more aggressively pursue
active learning communities to help teachers move from the isolation of the classroom.
This shift would encourage active participation and “the inclusion of multiple
perspectives and voices within communities in order to strengthen dialogue around
inquiry questions” (Snow-Gerono, 2005, p. 241).
Another example of partnership school inquiry involves working with mentor
teachers and apprentice students on inquiry within classrooms. This type of relationship
was examined through a qualitative study when cooperating teachers attended a seminar
on action research prior to working with interns (Poetter, Badiali, & Hammond, 2000). A
consultant whose expertise was inquiry was asked to work with the teachers and interns
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who were using teacher inquiry to address issues within their classroom. The goal of this
project was to enhance the relationship and knowledge of teaching between the interns
and the mentor teachers. Inquiry teams met at regular intervals with an outside
consultant who helped to focus the teams on the inquiry process with the goal in mind
that if the teams were guided, coached, and supported that they would immediately
transfer their efforts into the classrooms. Topics that were explored through inquiry
would be implemented and studied in action in the mentor teacher/interns classroom.
The intern was primarily responsible for the completed inquiry study as part of the
internship and the mentor teacher was encouraged to work with the intern on the inquiry
study. Mentor teachers participated at varying levels, with some working alongside the
interns as partners in the inquiry process with the teacher taking on the role of the learner
at times. This shared inquiry led to the realization that all teachers are learners regardless
of their experience, novice and veteran teachers alike. When the final reports of the
teacher inquiry were shared by the interns, administrators reported that veteran teachers’
beliefs and behaviors had changed in significant ways (Poetter, Badiali, & Hammond,
2000).
Inquiry University, which is the context for this dissertation, involves teachers in
their professional development schools in teacher inquiry by asking them to explore a
topic of relevance for the students at their school. In 2001, the teachers at one large
suburban elementary school that had been in partnership with Inquiry University agreed
to be the pilot school for inquiry (Brewer, 2002). The teachers at this school wanted to
examine the homework policy currently in place at the school to determine if homework
was being used productively at the school. To begin the inquiry study, a subgroup of
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teachers met to collect research on the subject of homework. After reading the current
research in the field on homework, the teachers conducted a survey of the parents,
teachers, and students to obtain an understanding of the perceptions of all of the
stakeholders about homework. The university provided support by conducting data
analysis on the survey and a university faculty member consulted with the teachers to
help them understand the results of the surveys. The results of the surveys showed that
the parents, teachers, and students had conflicting views of the purpose and usefulness of
homework. Parents did not see the value of what was being assigned and felt that
teachers were not assigning homework that was purposeful. As a result, the homework
policy of the school was changed to reflect homework for a purpose, and improved
parental support for homework (Brewer, 2002).
Another example of a PDS inquiry project conducted in collaboration with
Inquiry University was a project involving teachers at a rural professional development
school and a university faculty member assigned to work with the teachers. The teachers
were in a graduate program at Inquiry University at the same time they were working in
the teacher inquiry group to pursue the topic of attendance at their school (Pendergraft,
Mangrum, et al, 2005). The university faculty member participated throughout the study
as an equal team member sharing responsibilities. The faculty wanted to see what could
be done at the school level to improve attendance. After surveying the teachers, parents,
and faculty, the inquiry group learned that the attendance problems were in fact a result
of school morale issues. The university faculty member led the team in the analysis of
the data. An action plan was developed and presented to the school council and
administrator for initiating attendance incentives for both the students and the teachers.
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Other professional development school networks are also using inquiry as part of
the simultaneous renewal process. Simultaneous renewal is “an approach for systemwide
change, which means that each educator is working in his or her setting while working
toward the same goals” (Bay-Williams, Scott, & Hancock, 2007, p.243). In an effort to
achieve simultaneous renewal in their teacher education programs at Kansas State
University, content area teams were assembled as part of a Teacher Quality Enhancement
grant. These content area teams were formed in the areas of Mathematics, Science,
Language Arts, and Social Studies and consisted of participants from the Colleges of Arts
and Sciences, the College of Education, professional development school teachers and
administrators. The components of this initiative were:
a) rigorous and coherent performance-based standards collaboratively developed
by content specialists, education specialists and school practitioners; (b) a strong
foundation in challenging academic content based on national standards; (c)
effective methods of teaching academic content based on national standards,
current research, and best practice; (d) extensive clinical field experiences
teaching diverse learners in a variety of PDSs under the guidance of mentor
teachers; and (e) continuous mentoring, support, and assistance for graduates
during their first 3 years of teaching. (Shroyer, Yahnke, et al. 2007, pp.214-215)
As part of these content area groups, the teams met to help revise the teacher education
program and implement improvements in the professional development schools. For
example in the Language Arts subgroup the team met in two-week summer institutes
over four summers to analyze syllabi and examine content area standards. Course
objectives, assignments, and assessments were also examined (Heller, Wood, & Shawgo,
2007).
At the same time collaboration was occurring between classroom teachers and
university supervisors. Teitel (2003) suggested that, “Teachers engaged in action
research, creating knowledge, and collaborating directly with university faculty will be
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empowered” (p.70). Lesson plans were being created and reflected upon by the
preservice teachers, under the guidance of both the university and the professional
development school teachers. The involvement of the professional development school
teachers in the summer institutes prompted teachers to return to the university to continue
graduate school (Heller, Wood, & Shawgo, 2007) where they continued a focus on
teacher research in their graduate course work.
A resulting project of the mathematics content area team was a focus on student
learning at an elementary professional development school. As a result of the
simultaneous renewal process, a teacher shared her story of “learning to use the
curriculum and how she believed that it met the needs of her low-income students”
(Williams, Scott, & Hancock, 2007, p. 249). University faculty then connected theory,
design, and national curriculum while the university mathematician discussed mathematic
content. These conversations let to a pilot program of a standards-based mathematics
curriculum that resulted in students who were able to explain their thinking and talk to
each other about mathematics.
These projects and studies position professional development schools as
important to educational reform. Yet, questions continue to linger in this area and need
investigation. Are the teachers in the professional development schools committed to
working with fellow teachers and preservice teachers on teacher inquiry? Other than the
fact that they have been encouraged by the professional development schools, what
motivates them to engage in the process of teacher research required in teacher inquiry
groups?
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University Collaboration in Creating Communities of Practice
Teacher inquiry requires collaboration between the university and the teachers in
the public schools. There have been a number of studies that have examined the
relationships of the university and schools using collaboration to establish communities
of practice. The word collaboration has been used to describe any type of interaction
between the university and the public school. Kagan (1991) developed the following
definition: “Collaborations are defined as organizational and inter-organizational
structures where resources, power, authority are shared and where people are brought
together to achieve common goals that could not be accomplished by a single individual
or organization independently” (p. 3). This definition was added to by Bruner (1991)
when he defined collaboration as “a process to reach goals that cannot be achieved acting
singly, or at a minimum, cannot be reach as efficiently. A process of collaboration is a
means to an end, not an end itself” (p .6).
Rice (2002) conducted a meta-ethnography of research studies from 1990-1998 to
learn the characteristics of the collaborative process within PDSs. Interestingly, the
majority of the studies were qualitative due to the fact that qualitative studies serve to
capture the unique qualities in a PDS partnership. The results of the meta-ethnography
indicate that there is an unwillingness of some university faculty to collaborate. Some
faculty reported their unwillingness to change their roles when the university went to the
PDS model and some universities report frequent school faculty turnover. Another theme
that emerged was that prior relationships and attitudes affect the PDS. A positive
previous history between the university and the school personnel could lead to a positive
relationship. Unfortunately, the same could be true for a negative history.
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A third situational factor in the collaboration process is difficulty sustaining
funding. Initial funding was often available to start PDSs but sustaining the funds has
been a challenge for many institutions. There are also structural dimensions of the
collaboration process. The first issue is the lack of formalization. Some PDSs lacked a
formal structure with guidelines for approval or interest of participants, etc. Another
issue that presented problems was issues of parity and control. Universities might have
trouble relinquishing control or power struggles might occur as the schools and the
universities via for leadership roles. The importance of the principal emerged as an
important theme in the collaboration process. If the principal was unsupportive then the
PDS partnership would be less likely to be a collaborative process. If the principal were
supportive and allowed teachers autonomy to participate in PDS activities, the
collaboration was likely to be more successful.
Miscommunication was also identified as a key theme in the collaborative
process. Communication gaps can be found when one side of the partnership does not
share with the other. Expectations need to be clearly communicated. Intraorganizational
strain also became an issue when not all university faculty or teachers in the public
schools were participating in the PDS. Faculty members could not always convince
others to join their efforts. Conflicting goals between organizations can also be a
problem in the PDS setting that can derail the collaboration process. Universities are
interested in training their preservice teachers while schools are interested in educating
their children. An additional concern is the initial distrust and skepticism. University
faculty were concerned about how their role in a PDS could affect their role in the
university and public school partners were concerned how the partnership could help
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their students. The importance of key individuals who help to facilitate and maintain the
PDS through their involvement at both the public school and the university was also
identified for the collaboration process to be successful. Finally, the importance of
informal meetings to the collaboration process was stressed. The need to meet on a
regular basis in some form of an informal meeting where dialogue could occur and trust
could be built was extremely important to the collaborative process (Rice, 2002)
Another important form of collaboration between the university and the public
schools which was identified was the role of the clinical faculty member. Clinical faculty
members have been viewed as a bridge between the university and the public schools. In
the literature, clinical faculty members are described as exceptional educators chosen
from the ranks of the public schools faculties. These educators are hired to collaborate
with tenured faculty to make contributions to the education programs at the university
level (Bullough, Hobbs, Kauchak, Crow, & Stokes, 1997; Cope, & Stephen, 2001;
Holmes Group, 1996). One of the issues that can emerge as a result of the addition of
clinical faculty members is opposing communities of practice as two cultures and two
communities of practice clash. The university and the school have opposing reward
systems in as far as what is rewarded. Wenger (1998) describes the clinical faculty
member as creating an additional community of practice and as a person who can span
the other two and attempt to make connections. He also suggests that that there is a
process involved in building this third and shared culture of this collaborative
partnership. Wenger (1998) states:
1. Participants form close relationships and develop idiosyncratic ways of
engaging with one another which outsiders cannot easily enter.
2. They have detailed and complex understanding of their enterprises as they
define it, which outsiders may not share.
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3. They have developed a repertoire for which outsiders miss shared references.
(p. 113)
The university teacher educators and public school partners, including clinical faculty
members, must have frequent and valuable interaction. Over time collaborative
university/school partnerships may emerge and a connection may form.
Another view of the collaborative partnership formed between the schools and the
university is described by Schlechty and Whitford (1998) as an organic relationship. This
term is used because the role of the partnership is defined as having a common agenda for
the common good, with the role of the clinical faculty member being that of preserving
the university educator’s community of practice, possibly even teaching classes. The role
of the clinical faculty member was to strengthen the engagement across boundaries.
Teacher inquiry initiatives create opportunities for learning through the
collaborative partnerships that are formed between the university and public school
faculties. The communities of practice established through collaboration require
commitment from the university to collaborative partnerships. A discussion of the
collaboration and learning that occurs within teacher study groups follows in the next
section.
Teacher Study Groups
The teacher inquiry groups that have formed in professional development schools
can be compared to the teacher study groups that have become popular in schools. What
are teacher study groups? Teacher study groups (TSGs) have been defined by Cramer,
Hurst, and Wilson (1996) as a collaborative group effort that is organized and maintained
by teachers. The goal of the teacher study groups is to help reinforce their professional
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development in areas of common interest. While participating in these groups, the
teachers are the one in charge of their learning but they reach their personal goals through
interaction with others. Most teacher study groups are formed on a voluntary basis to
explore a topic of choice and the teachers identify how they will explore the topic.
Teachers will select a personal learning goal related to the broad topic. They will
determine how the topic chosen impacts them and then study that topic based on their
needs, sharing their results when they meet with the group. The basis of the teacher
group is that each teacher is in control of their own learning (Lefever-Davis, Wilson,
Moore, et. al. 2003).
Examples of large scale teacher study groups are the Saginaw Writing Project
(Weaver & Calliari, 2004) and the Teachers Learning Collaborative (TLC) (Raphael, et
al., 2001). Designed to foster a school-based culture of professional communities the
Saginaw Writing Project in the Saginaw Public Schools began as a study group of 55
sixth, seventh, and eighth-grade teachers who chose to learn about teaching and learning
through a book study. They would meet periodically to discuss Reading and the Middle
School Student: Strategies to Enhance Literacy, by Judith L. Irvin (1997) and share what
they had learned from the text. While the purpose of the study had been the professional
development aspect, the results were increased test scores for the students. An added
benefit identified as a result of the study group was the leadership that developed as a
result of the study groups (Weaver & Calliari, 2004). The Saginaw project continued to
expand to include an elementary level group and a high school group as well as another
middle school group using a variety of topics and reading materials including
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multicultural and content area. The study groups eventually lead to district wide study
groups and an expanded role for teacher facilitators (Weaver & Calliari, 2004).
The Teachers Learning Collaborative (TLC) is another large scale teacher study
group. The TLC is actually comprised of three teacher study groups connected through
technology. The Literacy Circle, Book Club Plus Study Group, and the Literacy Circle
Study Group, from across southeastern Michigan, consisted of more than thirty teachers
and university faculty members who joined together to examine the focus question of
how they could re-engage low-achieving readers. Teachers worked not only with peers
but also with university-based researchers who participated in the study groups to
examine problems on both a theory and practice level to create meaningful learning
experiences for children (Raphael, et al., 2001).
Teacher research through teacher inquiry can be an avenue to challenge
assumptions about the relationships between theory and practice, school and university
partnerships, and school structures and educational reform (Lytle & Cochran-Smith,
1990). Lytle and Cochran-Smith argue that teacher research should be included in the
knowledge base for teaching because it is a systematic, intentional inquiry that provides
unique perspectives on teaching and learning to the education community. McCarthy and
Riner (1996) describe such a perspective in The Accelerated Schools inquiry process.
They view their work as a “Taking Stock Collaborative Action Research Model.”
Participants in the action research groups worked together on defined goals and used
research to help identify ways to improve their schools practice in relation to those goals.
Through the “Taking Stock” process teachers were encouraged to reflect on what kind of
information that they needed to have about the entire school community before making
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decisions about what changes need to be made. The purpose of the taking stock process
was to build unity, to empower members of the school community, to utilize the strengths
of the members of the school community, and to establish baseline data that would
inform the inquiry process (McCarthy & Riner, 1996). Consultants and coaches were
used to help guide the process of inquiry, which the authors suggested led to a high
success rate for full implementation of the taking stock process. Schools that participate
in the Accelerated Schools inquiry process have experienced academic gains due to
inquiry projects on topics such as inclusion programs for students.
Kurt Lewin (1948) describes an action research process advocated by teachers as
a way to create teacher change within schools. Lewin’s approach involves a 7 step
process described as follows: (a) identifying a general or initial idea, (b) reconnaissance
or fact finding, (c) planning, (d) taking a first action step, (e) evaluating, (f) amending the
action plan, and (g) taking second action steps. The Collaborative Action Research
generated from Lewin’s work is now used as a form of staff development and a way for
teachers and researcher partners from universities to work together to address school
issues (Lieberman, 1986; McCarthy, Riner, 1996). This process follows the same format
as action research but it is done in collaborative or inquiry groups with the work within
the steps being shared among the participants. Action research is a collection of self
inquiry and is truly only action research when it is done in collaboration with a group
(Smith, 2001).
These studies demonstrate that when a culture of inquiry is evident, teachers may
choose to engage in educational inquiry. At a recent American Educational Research
Association (AERA) Panel on Research and Teacher Education; however, members met
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to determine which research should be included when examining best practices and
policies related to teacher preparation. One of the conclusions of the meeting was that
they determined that the majority of teacher generated research is excluded from
consideration by experts in the field. Teacher research, self study, practitioner inquiry,
narrative research, the scholarship of teaching and learning, etc. were not considered as
rigorous research (Cochran-Smith, 2005). The recognition of this problem and the
attempt to address this issue is important to university faculty and teachers who are
committed to teacher inquiry in professional development schools.
In an attempt to strengthen the field of teacher research, Cochran-Smith (2005)
urges teachers to be smart consumers of research by gaining expertise in conducting
research into their own practices and learning to interpret new research studies and
understand how to ground those studies in an informed discourse. University faculty
working with teachers in the schools can serve as partners in the research world. They
can support teacher research through research teams such as inquiry groups, exposure to
existing research, providing access to channels for dissemination of teacher research and
helping teachers see the relevance of teacher research for classroom research (Bondy,
2001).
The relationship between Professional Development Schools and teacher inquiry
groups is an area that needs further exploration. With the focus on increasing university
collaboration with Professional Development Schools in the preparation of preservice
teachers and the popularity of inquiry groups as an avenue for professional development,
one important question is how can these partnerships be utilized to enhance the
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effectiveness of teacher inquiry and the degree that teachers are engaged in professional
learning?
Benefits of Teacher Inquiry
Several key studies address the benefits of teacher inquiry as a way to generate
what Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1992) call “local knowledge” and “public knowledge”
about teaching. Newly developed knowledge suggests a theory of knowledge for
teaching through teacher research or inquiry. Teachers come to know their own
knowledge through systematic inquiry that informs the classroom, school, and even the
community. The trusting supportive, caring, and supportive environment found in a
teacher inquiry or study group allows teachers a safe environment where they can voice
their understanding and voice their concerns (Clark, 2001). Studies have shown that the
time that teachers spend in these study group opportunities is more productive than time
spent in traditional inservice activities and that teachers are more involved and motivated
to change when involved in teacher study groups (Birchak et al., 1998).
Crocket (2002) investigated the influence that certain activities had on the beliefs
and practices of teachers. This research presented teachers with a variety of scenarios
through a Deweyan Dilemma approach. This approach followed Dewey’s premise that
the problem is the central principle of inquiry (Dewey, 1910). Crocket created dilemmas
regarding teachers’ belief and practices about mathematics teaching, examining how their
beliefs are evident in lesson planning, in teaching, and in their assessment of students’
work. Teachers examined open-ended problems in weekly meetings, examined teaching
vignettes, planned lessons, and analyzed student work. The teachers participated in
inquiry discussion groups to analyze the problems presented in the scenarios. The
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teachers were observed during their interactions at the inquiry discussion group sessions
and formal and informal interviews were conducted. The open-ended problem solving
proved least effective of the four tasks in challenging teachers’ assumptions about
learning. The teaching vignettes and lesson planning motivated teachers to think critically
about teaching practices and the weekly sessions contributed to teachers’ knowledge of
mathematics and pedagogy. This suggested that the teachers did learn from the dialogue
that occurred (Crocket, 2002).
Dialogue that occurs during teacher inquiry allows teachers to move from the
isolated classroom to a supported community of fellow educators (Raphael, et al. 2001;
Snow-Gerono, 2005). Teachers are not always working in environments that allow them
to ask questions about mandated programs or assessment systems. Teacher inquiry can
play a powerful role in educational reform and can show how teacher educators can work
together to “initiate and participate in meaningful educational reform” (Fox & Fleischer,
2001, p.3).
As described earlier, Snow-Gerono conducted a case study of six professional
development school teachers who self-identified as having an inquiry stance. Field
observations were conducted in the classroom and each participant was interviewed three
times. The teachers in this study report the need for a safe environment to “cultivate a
culture of inquiry where it is safe to question.” (p.250) The dialogue allowed teachers to
learn from others as ideas and experiences are shared and knowledge grows.
Teachers rarely have opportunities to make decisions regarding professional
development opportunities with the focus of professional development content often
determined by outside experts or mandated by district administrators (Burbank &
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Kauchak, 2003). Traditional professional development does not often allow for teachers
to work through or actively collaborate on practices. The organizational structure of
schools can lead to a sense of isolation for teachers, where teachers may feel that they
lose their credibility if they suggest that they are uncertain about their practices and wish
to study them (Snow-Gernon, 2005). Teacher inquiry that is designed to promote only
individual teacher growth will be likely to lead to fragmentation. For this reason, King
(2002) suggested that teacher inquiry should be collaborative involving whole faculties.
King contends that schoolwide professional communities can consist of a clear shared
purpose for student learning, collaboration among staff to achieve the purpose,
professional inquiry by the staff to address the challenges they face, and opportunities for
staff to influence the school’s activities and policies. Collaborative action research may
give teachers the opportunity to redefine professional development by encouraging
reflective inquiry within the context of ongoing dialogue within school communities
where it is safe to ask questions and collaborate with other professionals (Burbank &
Kauchak, 2003, Snow-Gerono, 2005).
Finally, Cramer et al. (1996) discussed how teacher inquiry in teacher study
groups can allow teachers to connect theory, application, and problem solving in real life
settings which can provide a framework for teacher to use to accomplish shared goals
(Cramer et al., 1996). Leadership skills are also strengthened as teachers take on roles on
leadership while working in the teacher study groups. They learn new experiences in
decision making, communication, and conflict resolution (Lefever-Davis, Wilson, et al.
2003).
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Inquiry with Preservice Teachers
Collaborative teacher inquiry with preservice teachers is an important area of
teacher preparation. Understanding the work that university faculty and teachers in the
professional development schools do in the area of teacher inquiry in partnership with
students provides professional development schools with other avenues for expanding
teacher inquiry. Learning opportunities through teacher inquiry can be created for all
stakeholders including teachers, university faculty, and students.
Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) describe the inquiry process that occurs at the
University of Pennsylvania. Project START involves preservice teachers working with
school and university mentors inquiring about their own work. They meet regularly to
explore polices and procedures and to “share observations, raise questions, and suggest
different ways of looking at and thinking about the social life of the classroom” (p.68).
The goal of this project is to “interrupt the expectations of the novice-expert model
common to many teacher education programs” (p.68). Preservice teachers are not
expected to replicate the teaching of their mentors but to develop their own knowledge of
teaching and learning based on their experiences and inquiry. The preservice teachers
and mentors collaboratively complete inquiry assignments, collect data in their
classrooms, read, write and plans seminars on selected topic, and visit classrooms and
collaborate across grade levels.
An example of how knowledge can be developed through teacher inquiry was
evident in the collaborative partnership studied by Poetter, Badiali, and Hammond
(2000). Student teaching interns participated in teacher action inquiry on topics of
interest with the cooperation of their mentor teachers. Each intern selected their inquiry
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topic based on their own interest or desire to improve their instruction. While the interns
were the active researchers, the mentors were invited to participate as research partners,
with most taking active roles. At the conclusion of the projects, the interns shared the
results of their individual inquiry projects. Interviews were conducted during and after
the projects. The veteran teachers indicated that not only had the interns learned about
new teaching strategies but the veteran teachers had also benefited from the intensive
research. Poetter, et al. (2000) indicated that in every case the collaborative approach to
inquiry helped the mentor and intern to communicate about the practices going on in the
classroom, to share ideas, and to interpret what was occurring as a result of their work.
University faculties have also explored inquiry opportunities with preservice
teachers as part of teacher education programs. In Hamre and Oyler’s (2004) research a
voluntary teacher study group met to examine their concerns about being inclusion
teachers. The study groups met for collaborative dialogue to learn about inclusion. The
faculty members working with this group of preservice teachers learned from the oral
inquiry dialogue how to better prepare their preservice teachers to teach inclusion
students.
Hyland and Noffke (2005) investigated how conducting social and community
inquiry in preservice classes impacted students’ ability to understand group marginality
and diversity. Students conducted their inquiry assignments in small groups and the
activities required students to cross cultural boundaries to learn about historically
marginalized groups. While the research questions focused on students learning about
themselves, the data informed the work of the teacher education program about areas that
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were in need of change. This was an example of the inquiry benefiting both the student
and the teacher education program.
Using inquiry as a form of curriculum development is another way of involving
preservice teachers. Dentith and McCarry (2003) described a project with a war museum
that connected graduate students, preservice teachers, and beginning teachers designing
units of instruction to use at the museum. The preservice teachers had to conduct
personal interviews and complete research about the Vietnam War in order to prepare the
units. This collaboration allowed the university and preservice teachers to provide a link
from the community to public school classrooms.
Finally, Makinster, Barab, Harwood, and Anderson (2006) describe how they
encouraged preservice teacher reflective practice through a web supported learning
community. The Inquiry Learning Forum (ILF) was designed to encourage online
dialogue and collaboration. Preservice teachers watched video segments of other
classrooms, read overviews of lessons, and learn about the state and national standards.
There was also a space were participants could discuss and collaborate on writing
documents together. This online version on inquiry contained electronic discussion
forums and opportunities for videocasts of special events that could be replayed at any
time. This community of inquiry that was created via the internet and served as a support
for preservice teachers during the student teaching experience.
Understanding why professional development schools are part of teacher
education programs and understanding the collaborative learning communities created
between the universities and partner schools helped to inform the questions and the
methodology on which this study was based. Explaining the roles and benefits of
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teacher inquiry in professional development schools also helped to inform this study.
Finally recognizing how teacher research is conducted helped in the analysis of the data.
The methodology used for this study will be explained in detail in the following chapter.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Why Qualitative Methodology?
When selecting a research methodology for this study, I determined that an
approach that allowed active, intimate involvement with the participants would be
necessary in order for the questions to be answered. A qualitative, interpretivist
methodological approach would allow such interaction to occur. Believing that what
people know or believe about the world is constructed through the interaction of people
around them in a specific setting over time; interpretivists observe the interactions that
occur as people construct this understanding of the world. The “story” or the answers to
questions are found in the voices of the group members. This means that the researcher
must “participate in the lives of research participants in order to observe social dialogue
and interaction – the process of creating constructs, ideas, and meanings – as it occurs”
(Schensul, Schensul, & LeCompte, 1999, p.49-50).
Interpretivists deal with multiple, socially constructed realities that are unique
and the research task is to interpret and come to understand how the participants in the
group are constructing the world around them (Glesene, 1999). Researchers working in
this paradigm must gain access to the various multiple perspectives through a variety of
methods. The in-depth, long-term interaction with the participants employed through
qualitative study designs allows for these multiple perspectives to be obtained. An
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interpretivist paradigm requires approaches that allow the researcher to know and
understand events as they occur in the research setting.
Qualitative analysis of interviews and the interactions with the teacher inquiry
group in a professional development school environment was used to develop an
understanding of what factors influence the inquiry process and encourage participation
by faculty. Specifically, the following research questions were addressed:
1. What is the process that teachers in a PDS environment go through as they
work through the inquiry process?
2. How do teachers in a PDS environment conceptualize the inquiry project?
3. What factors encourage or inhibit participation by group members in the
inquiry process?
4. What factors influence the implementation of the recommendations of inquiry
projects?
These questions were addressed through the use of interviews with teachers and
administrators, the researcher’s reflections and field notes from each inquiry meeting, the
reflections of the participants of the inquiry groups, and audio taped recordings of the
interviews. In order to adequately address all of the research questions an active, close,
interactive, relationship had to be established and nurtured.
My Role as Participant Researcher
An interpretative lens requires the role of the researcher to commit to the events
as they occur in their natural setting. The intimate involvement this requires means that
trust is built between the researcher and the participants and “often calls for a special kind
of friendship” (Schensul, Schensul, & LeCompte, 1999, p.10). As the researcher, I was
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an intimate member of the inquiry team. I acted as a participant observer as defined by
Glesne (1999). The status of participant observer allowed me to attain a level of trust
with the teachers at the school. Glesne’s (1999) describes how the participant observer
learns first hand how research participants respond because they are able to see patterns
of behavior, experience the unexpected, as well as the expected; and develop a quality of
trust with others that motivates them to share with you what they might not normally
have shared. As a result, the interview questions that occur during participant observation
are connected to behaviors that are known and answers can be better interpreted.
I have participated in a number of inquiry studies with other professional
development schools. The background knowledge that I brought to the setting served as
an asset as the observations occurred. For example, I was able to provide guidance on
how to get started when the inquiry group needed assistance on how to get started. I was
also able to serve as a resource to the inquiry groups because of my understanding of the
stages of inquiry, having worked with several groups as they completed their inquiry
projects.
I had been the University Coordinator for the Professional Development Schools
(PDS) at Inquiry University for four years. During that time I had supervised numerous
students during field experiences and apprenticeship and had a professional relationship
with a number of the teachers at the professional development schools. Participating in
project required me to become a team player and active participant. My role in the
inquiry of Inquiry Elementary was one of participant observer.
My assumptions going into this study impacted my decision making processes
while I designed this study and during data collection and analysis. My work with the
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teachers in the professional development schools had convinced me that teachers want to
have opportunities to promote beneficial change in their schools. Their desire to work
with preservice teachers and continue their own professional development as part of the
PDS model indicates a desire of these teachers to continue to learn about best practices
and then to model, share, and mentor preservice teachers in the acquisition of these best
practices. The teachers who have participated in the inquiry process in the past had
exhibited these positive traits making the inquiry process a powerful vehicle for
implementing change and providing professional learning opportunities. I was convinced
that teacher inquiry groups could be a way for teachers to influence practices within their
school. I was interested in learning how inquiry groups could be improved and supported
through the professional development school partnerships. I believed learning about how
inquiry groups interact would help to improve the process for all teachers participating in
teacher inquiry.
Theoretical Underpinnings
As noted in Chapter 1, there were two key theoretical frameworks that guided the
work on this study. The Inquiry Theory conceptualized by Dewey (1933) was the
central tenet for the actual inquiry project conducted by the teachers. Following the
stages of inquiry, reflection, hypothesis, inference, and hypothesis testing, provided a
foundation for the observation of the teacher inquiry groups (Baker, 1955). The levels of
interaction and participation that was involved at all stages was a focus of the
observations during the inquiry group meetings. The theory of inquiry was key to
answering the research question of what is the process that teachers in a PDS
environment go through as they work through the Inquiry Process.
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The second theoretical framework, sociocultural theory, guided the focus of the
actual research study. Understanding that Vygotsky (1985) suggested that individuals
used the tool of language as a means to mediate and regulate our relationships with others
and with ourselves, the interactions that occurred within the group was key to
understanding how teachers conceptualized the inquiry project and what inhibited or
encouraged participation in the inquiry projects.
Setting and Participants
Selection
The inquiry school was selected from a group of schools that was participating in
the inquiry process during the 2006-2007 school year. The schools in the PDS network
choose when and if they will be participating in the inquiry process. There is a suggested
rotation cycle for inquiry however the school makes the final decision about whether or
not their faculty is interested in participating at that time. In the past, schools have
chosen not to participate when new administrators were appointed, when the faculty had
experienced significant faculty changes, and when schools were undergoing extensive
professional development preventing additional efforts that would be required for the
inquiry process. For 2006-2007, five elementary schools and one middle school
expressed an interest in working with the university on the inquiry process.
From the initial schools that had expressed interest, one school was chosen for the
study based on the interest level of the administration and the willingness of the faculty to
participate in the study. The location of the school also impacted the decision to use the
school. At least one of the six schools participating in inquiry was over an hour away
from the university which would have made the frequent visits necessary in a prolonged
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study logistically difficult. The school chosen was three miles from the university which
was more feasible in time management for me.
The PDS network holds four building coordinator meetings throughout the year.
Building coordinators are selected by the administrator from the faculty of the school.
The majority of building coordinators are classroom teachers. Two meetings are held
each semester where the university faculty and the building coordinators plan the
placements of students and discuss the requirements for field experiences. The building
coordinators also participate in the continued evolution of the PDS network through
contributions to the development of assessment instruments and continued discussions for
the continued improvement of the PDS network.
At each PDS meeting, schools that are participating in inquiry give updates on the
progress of their inquiry project. The school that was selected for participation in the
study identified the topic of the inquiry project by the third PDS meeting and shared the
results of their inquiry at the fourth meeting. This guideline for inquiry is outlined in the
Framework for Inquiry (Appendix C). This framework was developed with the input of
the building coordinators in 2001. The framework includes the purpose of the PDS, an
explanation of why inquiry is important in the PDS, and a suggested timeline for the
inquiry year. All building coordinators received a copy of this framework to help in the
preparation and sharing of their school’s inquiry projects. In August of the year that
schools have elected to begin the inquiry process, the building coordinators of the schools
meet with university faculty to discuss how the schools plan to proceed with inquiry.
While schools are not given specific directions on how to complete the inquiry, building
coordinators who have participated in previous inquiry projects share their experiences
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with the building coordinators who are preparing to begin inquiry projects. The building
coordinator of Inquiry Elementary was familiar with the Inquiry Framework prior to the
start of the inquiry study and had received the benefit of these conversations about
previous inquiry projects.
Inquiry Elementary
Inquiry Elementary is located in a wealthy suburban area just within the city
limits of a small urban area in the southeast. As one drives to the school one passes large,
professionally landscaped homes. The school is surrounded by a public golf course, an
upper middle class neighborhood, an inexpensive apartment complex and a vacant office
site. In the most recent school self study, the school reports that 50 % of the school is on
free or reduced lunch. The study also reports that 51% of the students come from homes
from a professional background while 48% come from a non-professional background.
Many of the children in the surrounding neighborhoods do not attend the public school.
The school is in a district that is under court-ordered desegregation.
Demographics of the school are approximately, 51% African-American, 41 %
Caucasian and 8% other. Many of the teachers live near the school or within the
surrounding community. Several of the teachers from Inquiry Elementary reported that
they had requested to move to this school. For instance teachers have told me that they
moved to the school to be closet to their family or because they had heard of the strong
reputation of the school. One of the teachers told me that she had left a private school to
come to Inquiry Elementary because she had heard that it was such a good school. While
the teachers choose to teach at Inquiry Elementary for a variety of reasons, they express a
common sense of satisfaction with Inquiry Elementary.
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When entering the building a school security system requires that visitors log in
on a computer and get a name badge when they enter. The office staff has the capability
of viewing visitors from inside the office, so all visitors must enter the office as soon as
they enter the building. Guests are greeted by either a secretary or a school volunteer by
a “Welcome to our school!” I knew that I had become a part of the faculty when I was no
longer receiving welcomes but “Hey! How are you?” instead.
The population within the community is somewhat transient with people
connected to local businesses, a major medical school, and a local military base. Many
professional businesses are located within 10 to 15 minutes of the city. The military base
is located approximately 20 minutes away. In the last three years, a major shopping area
has been developed with two miles of the school. Churches of almost every faith are
located with five miles of the school.
Inquiry Elementary has been a professional development school for 9 years,
working closely with the faculty of Inquiry University in the preparation of preservice
teachers. Inquiry University places students at this PDS school each semester for a total
of five weeks. During this inquiry project, most of the teachers participating had lab
students. Inquiry Elementary had eight apprentices the spring before this inquiry project.
During the semester that the inquiry project was occurring Inquiry again hosted eight
students for a five-week field experience.
The school is one of 36 elementary schools in the county. The curriculum and
instructional materials for the school are selected at the county level by county
curriculum committees. Teachers from the school are selected to serve on these
committees. Teachers are required to teach from a scripted reading program in grades K-
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three. The teachers in grades four and five are departmentalized with each teacher
teaching one or two subjects.
The school was created when two existing elementary schools were combined in the
fall of 1999. The old schools were within less then two miles of each other and were in
severe disrepair. The population of the surrounding area was declining and would no
longer support two schools in such close proximity. The current building was renovated
and the faculties were combined into the current school. The names of the two schools
were combined and the faculties became one. When you ask a teacher if they have taught
at this school they refer to the school at this site as the original school. Teachers from the
school that was closed feel as if they are a part of the faculty and will say I have taught
here for 19 years but the first years were at the old school.
The fact that administration was consistent at the newly developed school and that the
administrator was a well known, respected administrator helped to ease the transition of
the closing of the old school. Also the newly renovated building was an additional
incentive. When you enter the building you walk into a large open hallway. The main
office is on the right and you can easily see the office staff through large glass windows.
To the left you see the two primary grade wings and the media center and to the right you
see the hallway that leads to the upper grades and the lunch room. Immediately in front
of you, a billboard with changeable letters welcomes you with a message of the week and
notices to parents. These might include thank you notices for recent fundraisers or
announcements of upcoming school picture days. Throughout the building you see
murals decorating the walls and children’s art work and writing displayed prominently.
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The principal’s door and custodian’s closet are also covered with pictures drawn by
students.
Parents are actively involved at Inquiry Elementary. Parents often work in the office
to assist the office staff, and in the media center. Teachers depend on parent volunteers to
assist in paperwork and for classroom activities. The PTA has funded many of the extras
at the school, including the computerized security identification system that visitors must
log in with upon arrival. A fundraising chart is visible in the front hallway to indicate
how close the parents are to reaching their goal to purchase more computers for the
school. The playground is fully furnished with equipment funded in part by the parents.
The PTA has monthly activities that are well attended by both the faculty and the parents.
On one occasion, I mentioned having a meeting one afternoon and the teachers all said,
“Oh no, that’s our Spaghetti Supper night.” Other events that the PTA plans are family
breakfasts, carnivals, talent shows, field days, walk- a-thon and the fifth grade banquet.
Each year the school hosts a parent appreciation luncheon to recognize the parents for
their support.
One of the unique features of the school is the Spanish program offered at the
school. The school received a grant to offer Spanish instruction. Each child in K-5t
grade receives 30 minutes of Spanish instruction a day. The school employs three fulltime Spanish teachers. The university frequently places lab students and apprentices in
the Spanish classrooms for their field experiences.
Inquiry Elementary is the designated school for gifted instruction for the county.
Three classes of gifted are housed at the school. Forty-five children are bused to the
school daily from the other schools in the county. The students are not counted as part of
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the enrollment of Inquiry Elementary but the gifted faculty are counted as faculty
members at the school and participate in all activities just as other faculty members do.
K-1st, 2nd-3rd, and 4th-5th have three EIP teachers and three Special Education
teachers. Each teacher is assigned to two grade levels with one teacher assigned to K-1st
another to 2nd-3rd, and one assigned to work the students in 4th-5th. The teachers go into
the classrooms to serve the students. This is a new arrangement for the schools in that in
previous year the EIP and Special Education programs had been pull out programs
exclusively. When you walk by a classroom you see teachers working with small groups,
moving around the room monitoring student progress or co-teaching.
The school is set up in five hallways. The kindergarten and first grades are all
located on one hall. The second and third grades are on another hall, the fourth grade on
a separate hall near the lunch room, and the fifth-grade classrooms are spread out around
the back of the stage and music room and gym. While the rooms are spread out, a teacher
can stand at the corner of the hall and still see all of the classrooms. The gifted and Pre-K
classrooms are located on the connector hallway. Each hallway has a workroom or a
conference room for teachers and a empty classroom for the EIP and Special Education
teachers to work in if needed. The physical layout of the school means that there is often
little daily interaction between teachers who are not on the same grade levels.
Interestingly, when given an opportunity to get together, the teachers almost always sit in
grade levels.
There has been very little change in the faculty makeup or numbers in the past six
years. Inquiry Elementary has a relatively low turn over rate, and administrators have
had to hire very few teachers in the past few years. The major change has been with
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administration. The principal retired four years ago and the assistant principal took over.
There is now a new assistant principal. While the administration has changed, the faculty
has remained basically the same for the last eight years.
Participants
The participants in the study were nine teachers and the principal from Inquiry
Elementary (see Table 3.1). Four of the teachers, Connie, Rachel, Monica, and Alice
have had apprentices and lab students in the past. Donna, Karen, Valerie, and Christine
have had lab students in the past. During the semester this study occurred Alice, Karen,
Donna, and Monica had lab students for five weeks. Wanda has never had either a lab
student or apprentice. Lab students complete their field experiences for five weeks under
the supervision of mentor teachers while apprentices complete a fifteen week internship
under the supervision of a mentor teacher. The lab students are responsible for teaching
between five to fifteen lessons during their time at the school while the apprentices, who
are in their last semester, are gradually taking over the responsibility for the daily lesson.
plans. The teachers were part of the inquiry group established within the school as part
of the four year inquiry cycle of the professional development school network at the
university (see Appendix D). Participants were selected based on their willingness to
participate in the study. Permission forms were used and personal information was kept
confidential (see Appendix A). Pseudonyms were assigned to all participants.
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Table 3.1
Participant Information
Participant

Grade Level Taught

Years Teaching

Connie
Rachel

fourth
EIP K-1st

9 years
19 years

Years at
Inquiry
Elementary
6 years
17 years

Monica
Donna

third
second

13 years
7 years

3 years
1 year

Christine
Karen
Alice
Valerie
Wilma
Pamela

Special Ed. 2nd-3rd
Kindergarten
Kindergarten
Special Ed. K-1st
Gifted
Principal

23 years
24 years
31 years
17 years
24 years
26 years

7 years
2 years
19 years
1 year
12 years
5 years

Race
Caucasian
AfricanAmerican
Caucasian
AfricanAmerican
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian

Entry into the Field
Entry in the field was secured through the school and its partnership with the
university. As a university coordinator working with the school, I was already intimately
involved with the teachers and administration in the placement of lab students and
apprentices and through graduate course work offered for their school through the
university. As a result of my work with the school, I was frequently in and out of the
school on a regular basis. The school as part of its professional development school
partnership commitment had agreed to allow the teachers to participate in inquiry groups.
As part of the partnership commitment, the university had agreed to provide faculty
support to participate in the inquiry groups. I was able to gain entry into the inquiry
group by agreeing to participate as the university faculty participant in the group.
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Additional permission was secured from the administration and county level leadership
(see Appendix B).
Initial contact concerning the inquiry process occurred in the fall of 2006. At the
first building coordinators meeting in August, the building coordinators were surveyed to
see which schools would be completing inquiry projects during the school year. Six
schools were identified as being in the inquiry stage (see Appendix D). From these
schools, a school was selected based on the availability of the school to the researcher in
location and the fact they had not started their inquiry project. The building coordinator
was contacted to see if the school would be willing to begin their project and allow me to
participate in the role of participant/researcher. The building coordinator expressed an
interest in having me participate in their inquiry project in part due to my previous
experience with the inquiry process.
Design of the Study
Timeframe of the Study
Initial contact with the building coordinator and principal about the study
occurred in November The work with the inquiry group began in began in December
2006 and concluded in May 2007. The inquiry team met eight times as a full group and
two times as small groups. The meetings were scheduled every two to three weeks and
lasted from one to two hours. The interviews were conducted at the start of the project
and again at the conclusion. Follow up visits and interviews continued through August of
2007 (see Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2
Timeframe for the Study
↓Task

Month
of→

Submit Prospectus

Oct.

Dec

Follow-up
discussion and
interviews and
member checks
Collect artifacts
and documents
Interview
Administrator
Data Management
Analyze
Create Coding
Manual
Consult with
University Faculty
Fine-tune findings
Preliminary Report

Mar

April

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

X
X

X

X

Initial Interviews

Observations

Feb.

X

Intial Adminstrator
Contact
Obtain permission
from participants

Inquiry Team
Meetings
Professional
Learning Meetings

Jan.

X

Submit IRB

Defend Prospectus

Nov

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

Adapted from: Handwerker, W. P. (2002). Quick ethnography. Walnut Creek, CA: Alta
Mira Press. p. 10
Data Sources
The inquiry group usually met in the media center or a vacant classroom that had
been set up as the faculty meeting room. The faculty meeting room was set up with about
50 chairs in a lecture style. There were no tables, making it difficult to take notes. This
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room was used only when the media center was unavailable. The media center had tables
and allowed teachers to set in small groups however the tables were spread out and
separated by bookshelves in some cases.
The data sources in this qualitative study consisted of in-depth personal
interviews designed to “deepen the interviewer’s knowledge of the topic” (Schensul,
Schensul, & LeCompte, 1999, p. 121). An initial interview (see Appendix E and F) was
conducted with each participant to learn biographical data and gather initial background
of the participant’s understanding of the inquiry process. The open-ended, explanatory
interview allowed the researcher to explore topics in depth and to consider new topics as
they surfaced. After the interview was transcribed, the interview transcript was provided
to the interviewee for review to provide comments or to make additions if needed. A
second interview was conducted (See Appendix G) via email. The teachers participating
in the study requested that due to the difficulty in scheduling interview times (it was the
end of the school year) that I email the interview questions to them allow them to respond
and then follow up with additional questions. Interestingly, the teacher who first
mentioned this was more concerned about not having enough time to talk with me rather
than with my interfering with her schedule.
Meetings of the inquiry groups were held from December until May. Field notes
taken during the meetings by the researcher were used to document the group
interactions. My participant observation was important in this data collection process.
Additionally, notes taken by the secretary of the inquiry team were also a valuable data
source. Through exposure to the interaction of the teachers and my presence in the
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school, I was able to discuss cultural experiences within the study and treat reflections
and teacher comments as data (Schensul, Schensul, & LeCompte, 1999).
Data Collection and Management
Data were collected throughout the inquiry process beginning on the first day of
contact with the building coordinator in November and continued until the final sharing
of the results of the inquiry groups. Data collection occurred during the inquiry group
meetings and during the interviews of all ten participants. Each individual member was
interviewed once and six of the participants were interviewed a second time. The first
interview occurred in each teacher’s classroom and was scheduled during their planning
period. The interviews lasted between 30-45 minutes. After the interviews were
transcribed, the transcripts were emailed to the teachers for feedback. The teacher was
allowed to add comments to the interview. At the request of the teachers, the second
interviews were conducted on-line. All of the teachers were given the questions and
asked to respond to them. Only five of the teachers responded to the email request.
Follow-up requests resulted in one more interview being submitted. A final attempt was
made to get responses from the three remaining teachers. Questionnaires were left in
their school mailboxes with stamped envelopes for return mail. Responses were never
received. The interviewer then followed up with email questions or a personal contact if
clarification was needed. The principal was interviewed in person for the second
interview. Initial interviews were followed by participant observations of all of the
inquiry meetings held at the school.
All data were collected and organized chronologically in a researcher’s notebook,
and typed records were stored on the researcher’s computer. The researcher’s notebook
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was maintained throughout the duration of the study. All transcriptions, notes, emails,
permission slips, etc. were kept in the researcher’s notebook and computer. A log of
visits was kept both in my calendar and on the school sign-in sheets.
Analyzing the Data
My previous experiences with inquiry groups has given me the valuable
background knowledge of the inquiry process as it applies to groups of teachers working
in professional development schools. This knowledge allowed me to look for patterns
that might be obvious to one not intimately associated with the PDS inquiry process. For
example, in the past, group leaders have emerged during the inquiry process. My prior
knowledge helped to guide my observations and questions. As I approached this inquiry
I watched for these phenomena by considering questions such as: How are these leaders
selected, or are they self appointed? Do they develop in leadership roles as needed or is
leadership thrust upon them? Does the topic of the inquiry have something to do with
who eventually emerges as a leader of the group? How does the group decide on about
the topic eventually selected? How does the group decide which approach to use to
determine topic selection? How do inquiry groups go about making sure that all
stakeholders are involved in the inquiry process? These are the types of questions that I
could generate as a result of my prior knowledge and which helped to guide my
observations and questions. This process occurred much like Cochran and Lytle (2004)
describe teacher inquiry research. It was a reciprocal, recursive, and symbiotic
relationship of scholarship and practice in teacher education like “working the dialect.”
Through my background knowledge guiding my questioning, I was able to engage the
teachers in thoughtful, critical dialogue about the inquiry process.
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Data were analyzed using the constant-comparative method (Glaser & Strauss,
1967). During the constant-comparative process, data are compared while identifying
apparent themes or patterns. Colored markers were used to color code the written
transcripts of the interviews and the inquiry meetings. During this process, each theme
was marked with a different color. The themes were then compared to each other to
identify similarities and differences. Data reduction charts were developed as working
documents during this process and a codebook was developed for the analysis of data
when potential themes had been identified. For example, the themes for how the teachers
conceptualized the inquiry process began to emerge as the teachers were defining inquiry
in their interviews. At that point, the potential themes of an action plan, an investigation,
and learning opportunity were beginning to be apparent. A review of the field
observation notes and reflections as well as follow up interviews showed additional data
that supported these original themes. The data reduction charts created for these themes
helped to solidifying the findings and clarify where data fit into the themes.
Member checking and peer debriefing with university coordinators not affiliated
with the inquiry study were used to verify the themes and conclusions. Finally, the audit
trail consisted of field notes, initial interviews, exit interviews, inquiry meeting notes,
inquiry project report, researcher’s notebook, and visitor’s log.
Establishing Trustworthiness
To meet the criteria of trustworthiness as defined by Lincoln and Guba (1985) the
credibility, dependability, transferability, and conformability were considered.
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Credibility
Credibility was established through prolonged engagement, persistent
observation, triangulation, and peer debriefing. Prolonged engagement occurred through
my involvement with the school, not just during the year of inquiry, but during the
previous years as trust was established through my involvement with the building
coordinator. Confidence in the data was also established through this prolonged
engagement. While the study occurred over a period of nine months; in fact the school
had been a professional development school for 9 years. During the nine months of data
collection, I employed persistent observation. This time period allowed for necessary
observations and interactions to occur. I was in the school on an average of every other
week for the first two months and every week for the last two months. On some of these
occasions I was working with the pre-service teachers assigned to the school; however,
opportunities often presented that allowed me to interact with teachers participating in the
inquiry project during these visits with the pre-service teachers. Persistent observation
occurred throughout the period of the teachers’ inquiry, allowing an in depth examination
of the topic. Lincoln and Guba (1985) compare prolonged engagement as the scope while
persistent observation allows for the depth.
Member checking occurred through the inclusion of the teachers involved in the
study who were consulted to verify the themes and findings of the study. All of the
teachers were given copies of the transcribed interviews and given an opportunity to
provide additional comments or feedback. In addition, two teachers who participated in
the inquiry study were asked to review the themes and findings to share their opinions of
the findings and to check for accuracy. Colleagues at the university who also work with
inquiry projects provided input in the development of the codebook. Two professors at
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Inquiry University who have had previous experience with inquiry projects provided
input on the codes and possible themes. Triangulation of data was assured with a use of a
variety of data sources. The triangulation of data will be addressed in greater detail in the
discussion of dependability.
Dependability
Dependability was achieved through the triangulation of data sources (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985). Triangulation was achieved through a variety of methods including
follow-up interviews and researcher’s field notes to support taped interviews. Multiple
participants were used for interviews, multiple interviews were conducted, observations
of meetings occurred with focused field-notes, and artifacts were collected from the
actual meetings. I have also included my personal assumptions and bias that helped to
form my interpretations of the data. My previous experience with inquiry projects helped
to confirm or disconfirm findings.
Transferability
Transferability can only be possible through a thick description and then only if
the circumstances would enable the reader to contemplate the possibility of transfer with
the conditions provided. A thick, rich description of the inquiry process, the inquiry
project, my procedures, the school context, and the actions of the teachers involved has
been included and will follow in chapters 4 and 5.
Confirmability
Confirmability is the ability to support the data by assuring that the conclusions
can be traced to original sources. To establish confirmability, an audit trial consists of
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field notes, tapes of interviews, initial interviews, reflective notes, exit interviews, inquiry
meeting notes, the inquiry project report, researcher’s notebook, artifacts from the inquiry
meetings, and the visitor’s log. I have also attempted to provide concrete examples from
the data to support my findings.
The methodology outlined in this chapter describes the process utilized during
this research study. Data sources used were analyzed using the constant- comparative
method (Glasser & Strauss, 1967). Efforts were made to assure trustworthiness by
meeting the criteria of credibility, dependability, transferability, and confirmability
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This qualitative study was conducted to understand teacher
inquiry in a professional development school environment.

CHAPTER 4
THE TEACHERS’ INQUIRY PROJECT
The ten participants at Inquiry Elementary progressed through the four stages of
inquiry as described by Dewey (1938) as they worked on their inquiry project. This
chapter is organized to show the stages of inquiry that the teachers followed as they
completed the inquiry project. This chapter will also address the following research
question: What is the process that participants in a PDS environment go through as they
work through the inquiry process?
In the first stage of inquiry, problems that evoke questions and ideas were
identified. This questioning stage was followed by a stage where discussions took place
that encouraged different ideas and sharing of perspectives that influenced those initial
ideas and questions. This led others in the discussion to encourage critical comparisons
and encouraged reflection. This reflection led to a period of guessing and making
hypotheses. Individuals then made inferences as they thought about problems and issues.
This stage was where possibilities were examined and questioned. Finally, the fourth
stage was where the hypotheses were tested.
Identifying a Topic and Questions: Questioning Stage
Dewey (1938) identified the first stage of inquiry as the questioning stage. In this
stage the inquiry participant identifies a topic to be explored and begins to form questions
in relation to the topic. This can be related to the teacher inquiry process that the teacher
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at Inquiry Elementary participated in by looking at how the teachers selected their topic
and began to formulate their questions.
Alice, who had been the building coordinator for nine years, discussed the inquiry
project with the principal, Pamela, and asked me to come and meet with her and Pamela
about what completing an Inquiry Project meant. Pamela wondered if I would participate
in their study and asked, “What will you be doing? Can you do any training? I need to
do some staff development this year.” I quickly explained that I would be one of their
team and participating with them. I went on to tell her that they would be identifying an
issue to investigate and then they would decide how they would study the topic or
problem. As we talked, I realized then that she wanted staff development training. I
shared previous inquiry projects that schools had completed and discussed possible topics
that teachers at Inquiry Elementary could pursue. I also discussed the importance of
allowing the teachers to have input in the topic selection. Pamela expressed an interest in
allowing teachers to obtain professional learning units (PLU’s) for participating and if
possible to provide staff development in connection to the inquiry project. She noted, “I
really would like to work it out to have some staff development around the topic the
teachers select. The teachers can plan the staff development.”
Early on in our conversation, I realized that the building coordinator and the
principal had already selected the topic they wanted to study. Apparently, the grade
chairs had met and discussed the topic of inquiry and had determined that inclusion was
the most pressing issue facing the teachers at their school. I pointed out that in order for
teachers to have a vested interest in the project that they had to have ownership of the
topic as well as the project. At that point the building coordinator realized that it might
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be important to open the topic selection up to the faculty. Pamela also mentioned that she
had recently learned that they were going to be encouraged to become a performancebased school. She felt that developing an inquiry topic around the question of how they
could develop their school into a performance-based school might also be a good
question to explore. The principal then commented, “Either one of these topics would be
good for our school but the teachers might come up with ideas of their own,” reflecting
her understanding that the teachers needed to select the topic.
Pamela committed to writing a professional learning unit plan to allow teachers to
earn PLU’s, which would hopefully encourage more teachers to participate. She
commented, “I am worried that we won’t get enough teachers to participate if they don’t
have a reason.” She then invited me to attend the next faculty meeting to explain the
inquiry process to the faculty.
Two days later, I joined the faculty meeting to provide an overview. I briefly
introduced the inquiry process and explained that the school was participating in the
inquiry project because they were a professional development school and this was one of
their commitments as a professional development school. I intentionally did not provide
the teachers with copies of the inquiry cycle and framework for inquiry. I did not want to
influence their understanding of what inquiry might be. I did explain that they would
have the opportunity to select a topic of importance to the school and conduct an in-depth
study of that topic. Pamela then discussed possible topics and encouraged teachers to
suggest additional topic ideas. She noted,
Some of the teachers have already mentioned that they might be interested in
looking at how we can work on inclusion and another topic we might want to look
at is the performance-based learning thing. I was just at a meeting the other day
with the county level folks and it looks like that is the way the county is headed.
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We might want to go ahead and look at that. Some of you may have other ideas.
Do any of you have suggestions?
A third-grade teacher said, “I think we need to look at the computer lab to maximize the
efficiency of the time spent in the computer lab.” Pamela then looked at Alice and said,
“How do we want to do this thing?” Alice suggested, “Why don’t we have everyone
submit ideas before next Friday for topics to Pamela or me and the Inquiry team will use
that information to determine what topic the faculty is most interested in pursuing as the
topic for this inquiry project.”
Donna asked, “When is the Inquiry Team going to meet ?” and Alice responded,
“Would it be OK with everyone if we meet one day during the second week of
December? I will announce the date later. This will be a short meeting to look at the
votes for the topic.” Everyone appeared to agree that using the topics discussed at the
meeting and any additional topics suggested by the teachers to determine the topic for the
inquiry project was a good idea. At this point, Alice circulated a sign up sheet for
teachers to sign if they were interested in being on the inquiry team. Seventeen teachers
initially expressed an interest in being on the inquiry team and were invited to the first
meeting. Of that seventeen, only ten eventually agreed to participate. (For more
information on the teachers who chose to participate see Table 3.1.)
A few weeks after the faculty meeting, I realized that the inquiry team had begun
to work as a team without my prompting them. They did not contact me about the next
meeting. I found out the next meeting had already been held after the topic had been
selected. To understand the process they had used to come to a decision, I asked a couple
of the teachers about how the topic was selected. The building coordinator, Alice, said
that when the suggestions were submitted, “One topic received an overwhelming number
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of nominations.” Rachel confirmed this stating, “The teachers that wanted to be on the
inquiry team were asked to stay for a short meeting on December 12, 2006. They were
shown the nominations for the topics and agreed that the consensus of the teachers was
the topic of inclusion. The only other topic that had any interest had been the
performance-based instruction as suggested by the principal but that had received few
votes.”
I asked, “When is the next meeting scheduled for?” Alice said, “We are going to
wait until after Christmas because we are so busy with the holidays but I will email you
about the date.” In the next year, I followed up with an email and found the meeting was
scheduled for January 16. All of the teachers interested in being part of the inquiry
process were asked to attend. Sixteen teachers and the principal attended the first
meeting. Alice informed the teachers that the topic had been selected. “Inclusion is the
topic that most teachers wanted for the inquiry project so it has been chosen as the topic
based on the overwhelming response. Now we need to decide what we are going to do
with inclusion.”
The topic seemed to hit a nerve with the teachers and the importance of the issue
was quickly apparent. The teachers went back and forth for several minutes complaining
about what was happening in the school in terms of inclusion. Monica, the third grade
teacher, was concerned, “Parents were not even notified about what was going on.”
Rachel, the EIP teacher who was working at the K-1 level shared, “Teachers were asked
to do this with little or no training.” Valerie, one of the special education inclusion
teachers, added, “Special education teachers have received training but they have left out
the regular education teachers. The schools are expected to do that.”
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Lack of training did seem to be a concern for the teachers but I was concerned
that the inquiry project itself had been forgotten and that this was quickly turning into a
gripe session about inclusion. I finally spoke up asked, “Can I ask, what exactly is the
inquiry question you are trying to answer? And what do you think is the best way to go
about doing it?” This caused the teachers to pause for a moment. Alice finally said, “I
guess our question is how can we make inclusion work better at Inquiry Elementary?
Would everyone agree?” Everyone shook their heads affirmatively. The K-1 special
education teacher, Valerie, agreed, “Yep, that’s the question. Now how do we do it? “
This topic was timely for this school because the county has required all schools
to totally implement inclusion in all grade levels. The teachers received no training and
had felt unprepared to deal with the special instructional needs required by some of the
inclusion students in their classrooms. Monica shared that, “It is going to impact
everyone eventually even if it doesn’t impact them now.” One of the kindergarten
teachers, Karen, voiced almost the same sentiments. “I know my time to have inclusion
students is coming so I need to learn how I can make it work better.” They were also
unsure of how to work with additional adults coming into the classroom as the inclusion
teachers come in to co-teach. Monica and her co-teacher from special education,
Christine, shared similar concerns but from different perspectives. Monica shared that,
“we need to know more about working with the inclusion teachers” while Christine said
that, “we need to find time to plan for instruction.”
As the teachers discussed their difficulties with inclusion they began to realize
their concerns were in four parts. They discussed their issues with training, problems with
SST and EIP meetings, student placement, and adequate planning opportunities for co-
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teaching. “We are really looking at more than one thing,” Christine said, “all of these
things: training, student placement and adequate planning opportunities are important to
making inclusion work.” Monica wanted to know, “Are we talking about EIP students
when we are talking about inclusion? I think we need to look at their placement too.”
Valerie, a special education teacher, said, “In the true definition of inclusion it would
mean all children, so yes, it would mean the EIP (Early Intervention Program) students.”
Christine brought up the planning issue again in terms of how it impacted teaching time,
noting, “I have to meet for all of the EIP meetings too, which means I miss time that I
should be in the classroom.” Rachel brought up that she also has to attend all SST
meetings as the EIP teacher so she also misses a lot of instructional time. After
discussion about the best way to pursue the study, the inquiry group decided to proceed
with an overarching question of how they could best serve the students at Inquiry
Elementary. This would be answered by addressing the following three questions:
1. How can we develop collective planning time in order to implement
collaboration and co-teaching effectively?
2. How can we schedule Student Support Team (SST)/Student With Disabilities
(SWD) meetings so they don’t interfere with instruction during the day?
3. How do we effectively place EIP/SWD students to maximize their support
services?
The issue of training was going to be addressed by an inclusion professional
development training opportunity being planned by the principal, so the inquiry team
decided not to address this topic. The meeting concluded with the teachers deciding to
begin thinking about the best way to address the questions and which resources to share.
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The problem or crisis that had prompted Dewey’s (1938) questioning stage was
inclusion. The teachers were involved in serious questioning surrounding the topic when
I had to prompt them to focus on what they really wanted to know about the issue. They
were sharing issues of concern about the topic and how they felt it should be explored.
These issues eventually helped to focus the questions that the inquiry team used to guide
their inquiry project. This topic was of significant importance to the teachers, which
encouraged the discussions which led to the following stage.
Discussion and Critical Reflection Stage
Dewey’s (1938) second stage of inquiry is the discussion and critical reflection
stage. This is where the topic or problem identified in the first stage is examined more
closely through critical reflection and research. This was demonstrated in the teacher
inquiry conducted by the teachers at Inquiry Elementary when they began the process of
collecting data, resources, and research in an attempt to answer the questions they had
identified in the first stage. The teachers read and reflected on the resources they
collected to inform their discussions during the inquiry meetings. These discussions led
to informed decisions as the teachers moved forward in the inquiry process.
Over the next weeks, teachers began to look for articles that were relevant, shared
them with the participants and brought them to the next meeting in February. One
member of the group shared articles that she had previously collected while writing a
focus study report on inclusion. Connie, a fourth-grade teacher, volunteered, “These are
just a few of the articles that I found helpful in understanding how co-teaching works.
One of the articles actually talks about a school system in Georgia where they spent a
whole year training teachers about inclusion before implementing it.” The teachers were
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very interested in hearing more about this school and every teacher took articles to read.
They discussed the articles and the relevant information learned from the articles at the
following meetings. For example, inclusion at grades K-1 was a particularly relevant
topic to several of the teachers. After reading a number of articles, one of the teachers
had identified a school that was considered a model for inclusion. Raudonis (2005)
described a county in Georgia where inclusion had been implemented and identified a
particular elementary school where collaborative teaching occurs. The teachers at Inquiry
Elementary were interested in learning more from the teachers at this school. The school
was contacted and a special education teacher was interviewed to learn how inclusion
was implemented at their school. The topic of co-teaching was also important to the
teachers. After reading and discussing what was occurring in their school the teachers
determined that co-teaching was not as much of a concern as planning for co-teaching.
At that point the team began collecting data for improving planning for co-teaching while
continuing to research strategies for facilitating co-teaching.
Christine, a special education teacher who had participated in an extensive
training session for inclusion teachers through Georgia Learning Resources System
(GLRS), brought her training notebook. “I got a lot out of this training. I thought they
presented good ideas. I thought ya’ll might want to take a look at this book. This might
be somebody that we would want to get to come in for some training.”
At this second inquiry meeting, the principal also asked the inquiry team to plan
the remainder of the meetings. She wanted to document when the meetings would occur
so that teachers who wanted to earn a PLU could do so. She was also going to
incorporate an additional opportunity for a PLU into the plan for training on inclusion
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based on the fact that so many teachers had expressed an interest in having additional
training at the previous faculty meeting. She brought the professional development plan
to the meeting and completed it at the meeting (see appendix H). As shown in the plan,
the two PLU opportunities were written into the same plan. The inquiry plan PLU was
for ten meetings of one hour each for one PLU. This would allow all inquiry group
participants to receive credit for their involvement. The inclusion professional
development plan was for twenty contact hours, this plan included two staff development
sessions by outside facilitators from GLRS and five additional two-hour sessions that
included training on inclusion by the special education teachers from Inquiry Elementary.
This second plan consisted of staff development sessions that would be for the entire
faculty not just the inquiry team. The inquiry team was not responsible for planning the
sessions, but the principal did ask for input. She asked the inquiry team, “Who do you all
think we should bring in for the training? How about the people who did the training that
Christine went to?” Karen, the kindergarten teacher who earlier had expressed concern
about a lack of training, shared, “I think this looked good and I would like to have this
training.” Pamela asked, “What about the dates? Do these dates sound good if I can get
subs for these days?” I noticed that no one said anything either pro or con about the
plan. Everyone appeared to be overwhelmed but no one objected.
The subsequent inquiry group meeting was scheduled to follow the next staff
development session on inclusion. When I arrived before the next meeting, I was
cornered by the building coordinator, Alice, before the staff development session started.
They had had their first whole day staff development session the week before. I had not
attended that session because it was not part of the inquiry project. Alice said, “We have
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a problem.” “What is it?” I asked. “Several of the teachers on the inquiry team have told
me that teachers in the school have come to them and are blaming the inquiry team for all
of this work they are having to do in the inclusion staff development and this has nothing
to do with us.” “Well, Alice,” I said, “What are you all going to about this?” Alice
replied, “I don’t know yet, but I think we are going to have to say something to Pamela.
We are losing the focus of our questions.” Wanting to be sure the teachers had input, I
suggested, “Why don’t you meet immediately following the staff development session
today and see what the teachers want to do about the problem?”
The staff development session was conducted after school in the media center by
an Inquiry Elementary special education teacher, Christine, who was also one of the
inquiry team members. She taught the faculty about remediation strategies and
terminology to use with SST’s. During the staff development session the teachers were
positive about the activity, with everyone participating. One of the teachers said, “I
appreciate having the list of accommodations because I think it is important that everyone
use the same language.” The session involved building staff camaraderie and a deeper
understanding of how inclusion works at Inquiry Elementary School.
At the end of the session, Alice asked for all of the teachers involved in the
inquiry project to stay for an inquiry meeting. Alice started the meeting with, “A couple
of teachers in the school have come to me about the amount of time involved in the
inclusion staff development, and they are blaming the inquiry team for it. They think we
are responsible for this.” Connie said, “I have had the same thing happen. Teachers are
asking me why we scheduled so many meetings.” Christine was concerned about the
topics of the session, “I am concerned that we will be double dipping on topics when we
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try to come up with ideas for sessions. That is why we asked for ideas on what teachers
wanted today.” Christine asked, “Is there any way we could combine these staff
development sessions so that we could get data to answer our questions at the same
time?” Alice said, “That sounds good. It would be like a whole school inquiry. We
would be getting input from the whole faculty.” The inquiry team was using the
information they were learning from the inclusion in-service training to inform their work
at this point and they realized they had an opportunity to work within the structure of the
existing staff development structure to collect important faculty involvement and possible
support for their project. The team decided to begin to answer the questions in the next
sessions by getting faculty input.
The teachers then began to talk about the problems with the schedule in small
groups. They were looking at the agenda of seven more meetings and realized that
several of them conflicted with dates on other school events. Karen said, “I don’t know
how we are going to meet next week with parent conferences going on too.” “The
Spaghetti Supper is one of those nights too,” shared Connie. As they were complaining
about the problems with the schedule none of the team had realized that the principal,
Pamela had come in and sat down behind them. Pamela finally said, “Do we need to
change the schedule? Do we need to take out some of these dates?” Alice said, “If we
could I think it would be better.” Christine said, “I think we could combine some of the
topics we were going to cover and not meet on some of these dates.” Pamela stated, “I
don’t want to force anyone to do anything that they don’t want to do and we have got
way more than enough hours built in for the PLU’s. Let’s look at the schedule and see
what days we can combine and take out.” After looking at the schedule, the inquiry team
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addressed the problem they were being blamed for, the amount of time that the inclusion
staff development project involved. They reduced the number of days the teachers had to
meet by three, cutting the remaining staff development days from seven to four. They had
also developed a plan for getting their inquiry project back on track.
After the next staff development session, which was on April 13, all of the
teachers broke into small groups and spent time discussing the three basic questions. The
inquiry team members made a point of dividing themselves across groups. Alice,
Christine, and Rachel each facilitated a group and made sure that at least two additional
inquiry team members were in each of the small groups. The groups recorded their
responses to the three questions. The ten inquiry team members then broke into three
small groups and agreed to meet to develop recommendations for the school based on the
responses generated by the faculty. Each of the groups focused on one of the three focus
questions identified earlier. When interviewed about their roles in the inquiry process
Christine described her role in this process during this time, in the following comment.
“After the initial decision on the subject and some initial brainstorming, I would divide
the group into smaller groups to do research and then come back into the larger group to
come up with the final product.” The teachers recognized that the inquiry teams meeting
after the staff development sessions were a way for the inquiry team members to focus on
the three identified focus questions of the inquiry project.
The critical reflection stage (Dewey, 1938) began with the teachers focusing on
their questions by exploring resources that would inform their inquiry. The teachers were
reading and discussing articles about about coteaching, planning for coteaching, and
student support team procedures (SST). They were also learning about strategies for
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working with students in inclusion classrooms during the staff development sessions. It
was at this time that soon found themselves off track as the staff development sessions
began to redirect their attention. The focus questions that they had identified had dealt
with planning, placement of students, and SST meetings. While they valued the
information gained in the staff development sessions and the information they were
learning helped to inform their inquiry on inclusion, the staff development sessions were
not the focus on the inquiry. Some of the teachers were concerned that the staff
development sessions were beginning to take the place of the inquiry project. The
teachers on the inquiry team quickly realized through reflection on their purpose that they
were losing the focus of their inquiry project. The team realized they had to redirect the
goal of their work and take control of their inquiry project. With my encouragement and
support, they redirected the focal point of the inquiry team and began to make progress
on the critical reflection of on the topic of inclusion. They used the three questions to
direct the critical discussions and guide their reflections in order to develop hypotheses
for the next stage in the process.
Developing Hypotheses: Answering the Question(s)
The third stage of inquiry identified by Dewey (1938) is when the inquiry
participant develops a hypothesis or answer for the question. After gathering resources to
inform the decision-making process, the inquiry participant formulates an informed
solution. This can be observed in the work of the teachers at Inquiry Elementary by
examining the results of the inquiry team small group responses to the questions
identified in stage two.
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The inquiry teams each met individually in small groups organized by questions.
Christine led the group to address question one about collaborative planning. Alice led
the group that addressed the question that looked at how to handle SST meetings. Rachel
led the group addressing the question about placement of students. The group leaders
volunteered, or were drafted by the group participants, after the teams were formed. The
leadership roles emerged as the groups were deciding when to meet again. The teachers
who assumed the leadership roles were the ones who were the most vocal and who
stepped forward while everyone else was waiting to see what would happen next. They
divided into groups based on interest and grade levels. Alice suggested, “We really
should have representation from a variety of grade levels on each team, if possible” and
then she asked Rachel “Do you want to be on the placement team since you are an EIP
teacher? Can you lead that team?” “Sure, I can,” Rachel replied. Then Christine
volunteered to lead the collaborative planning team saying, “I can do the team on
collaborative planning since that concerns the special education teachers the most.”
Each team agreed to take the responses that the teachers had generated in their
questions and develop a list of suggestions based on those responses. At this point, I
volunteered to participate in any of the small groups that needed me. I just wanted them
to let me know when the meetings were. Donna asked when they would meet. Connie
suggested, “Could we meet before school starts?” Donna, a first year teacher at Inquiry
Elementary, responded, “Mornings will be a problem for me.” Monica asked, “Do the
teams have to meet at the same time?” Alice suggested that each team leader get with the
team members about setting up a day and time to meet before they left that day. One of
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the groups chose to meet in the morning before school, another chose to meet after school
and the other chose to communicate exclusively via email.
Once again I found that the inquiry teams had become independent and no longer
needed my hand-holding to function. They conducted their small group meetings without
my support. I had to interview teachers to learn about what had occurred during the
small group meetings. Monica said that, “Once we split up into groups things seemed to
move along better” and Connie added, “I feel that we came up with three effective ways
to address our concerns.”
The groups’ recommendations are summarized in the following section and can
be found in detail in Appendices I, J, and K.
Question 1: How can we develop collective planning time in order to implement
collaboration and co-teaching effectively?

For this question the inquiry team came up with two recommendations. The first
involved block scheduling. The team examined the present schedule to see if the current
schedule could be used more efficiently for team planning. They discovered that each
grade level had at least one 45 minute block of time each week where every classroom
teacher on the same grade level was available at the same time. The team recommended
that this time be utilized for team planning with the inclusion teachers. The benefits of
this recommendation were that the present schedule would not have to be modified, each
grade level could plan together, responsibilities could be delegated and shared. In
addition, EIP and special education teachers could meet with the general education
teachers for better delivery of services because of the time devoted to planning. Using
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this time slot for collaborative planning would not require additional coverage by paraprofessionals or substitutes.
The issues to be considered with this recommendation were that the teachers
would need to guard the 45 minute block of time. Realizing 45 minutes is a short time
period, the participants noted that the teachers would need to be punctual, have an
agenda, and stay focused on the subject at hand.
The second recommendation from this subgroup was to improve communication
between faculty members. The team noted that teachers should be encouraged to
increase communication through email, notebooks in the room, or personal contact
whenever possible. Weekly communication between the inclusion teachers and the
general education teachers should be scheduled.
A third recommendation was made concerning the teacher work day of Inquiry
Elementary. The inquiry team suggested that the faculty request an earlier or later start
time for the fall. The student attendance times would stay the same but the faculty time
could change to allow for an additional slot of planning time in the morning or afternoon.
By allowing the teachers to start 30 minutes earlier or stay 30 minutes later, this would
give the teachers an opportunity for an additional 30 minutes a day for planning with the
inclusion teachers.
Question II: How can we schedule student support team (SST) and student with disability
(SWD) meetings so they don’t interfere with instruction during the day?
For question two, the inquiry team came up with two recommendations. The first
recommendation was the development of an SST team consisting of the Assistant
Principal and three designated team leaders. Each hall would have one team leader who
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would be responsible for SST meetings on that hall, utilizing personnel from that hall.
Team leaders could be the EIP augmented person or a designated teacher with a
leadership degree. Each team would also have a designated meeting location. The
benefits would be that three meetings could be occurring simultaneously, one on each
hall. In addition, the workload for SST meetings would be distributed and this would
increase the number of days that SST’s could be held. Previously, such meetings could,
only be held on days that the Assistant Principal was available. Inquiry Elementary was
allocated a half time Assistant Principal two and on-half days a week so this caused
scheduling problems when the assistant principal was required to participate in every
meeting. Finally, this recommendation would mean that the time between initial referral
and the first meeting would be reduced.
While changing the way Inquiry Elementary conducted SST meetings would
provide some benefits to the faculty, some concerns had to be addressed. After
increasing the possible number of SST meetings, this recommendation did raise some
new issues and would require the training of team leaders. The Assistant Principal would
need to meet with the SST team regularly to oversee the SST process. She would also
need to sit in on SST meetings as needed. The Assistant Principal would still be in
charge of the SST process and would make sure that the regulations were being met. An
advantage of this change was that it would free up the Assistant Principal to assume other
responsibilities. For this recommendation to be effective; however, a procedure would
need to be developed to coordinate paperwork to ensure proper process would be
followed. A system would also need to be developed to maintain a calendar with all SST
meetings scheduled.
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The inquiry team recommended that SST meetings would primarily be held
between 8:00 to 9:00 a.m. and between 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. There were many advantages
described by the inquiry team to restructuring the meeting times to these time slots. First,
this would reduce the need for class coverage while teachers were included in meetings
because students would be arriving or leaving during these times. This also would reduce
the need to pull paraprofessionals from other duties. This would encourage concise
meetings since teachers must leave at the end of the day or return to the classroom to
teach in the morning. Using the morning and afternoon for SST meetings would also
preserve the teachers’ planning time. This would also mean the SWD/EIP students would
be served consistently without interruption to services. The inclusion teachers would not
have to give up instructional time to attend meetings.
The final recommendation of this subgroup was to utilize available technology to
televise bus call in the afternoon. This would reduce the noise level in the school so that
the time could be used for planning. At the time of the study, the buses were called
numerous times over a loud speaker. The halls were quite noisy and both the loud
speaker and sounds from the hallways could be heard outside. By reducing these
distractions, this time could be used for SST meetings and group planning time as well as
to make telephone calls to parents. Teachers noted that the visual as well as auditory
cues might reduce the number of students who miss the bus. A number of considerations
would need to be addressed, however, to implement this recommendation. This new
process would require a person to coordinate the process for dismissal and a working TV
in every classroom.
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Question 3: How do we effectively place early intervention program (EIP) and student
with disability (SWD) students to maximize their support services?
In the previous year all students with disabilities (SWD) were placed in the same
classrooms in grade levels. The EIP students were also placed in the same classroom.
The placement arrangement meant that in a grade level with four teachers, all students
with any identified need were placed in one classroom. While placing students in one
class made serving the children easier, it proved to be a heavy responsibility for the
teachers impacted. Teachers in the inquiry group were concerned that this method of
placing the students was done in order to make serving the students easier, not because it
was the best way to serve the children; therefore, the recommendation was made that EIP
students and SWD be placed in different classrooms. The benefits of this
recommendation were that it maximizes the time that students would receive services and
reduces the class size for students with special needs.
A second recommendation that came from this group was to occasionally use
small group settings to serve students. The teacher inquiry group determined that small
group instruction could be a viable option in the inclusion model. The benefits would be
the opportunity for differentiation of instructional strategies, a reduction of distractions,
maximal the use of instructional time, and the ability for skills-based grouping.
As the teachers were developing the hypotheses, they were attempting to answer
the three questions that had been identified in stage one (Dewey, 1938). They were
making inferences about the possibilities that could be explored in the area of inclusion.
The teachers developed a set of recommendations for each question. They not only
described solutions but also outlined the benefits and considered issues that would need
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to be addressed for the solutions to succeed. When the teachers were satisfied with their
recommendations, they moved to stage four by sharing the results with the faculty and
county level administrators.
Testing the Hypothesis: Sharing the Results
The final stage of Dewey’s (1938) Theory of Inquiry encourages the inquiry
participant to test the hypothesis and disseminate the results. A period of observation and
checking begin to develop new understandings and ideas and to answer questions. This
deduction will eventually bring to light new facts and understandings. This stage is
reflected in the work of the teacher inquiry group at Inquiry Elementary when they shared
their work with county level administrators to seek support and tested the water for the
implementation phase.
The faculty was overwhelming in support of the recommendations or answers to
the questions. The teachers discussed the pros and cons of changing the work schedule
for faculty and attempted to reach a consensus about whether the faculty would be willing
to consider this option. The interaction of problem-solving in a social setting described
by Dewey’s Theory of Inquiry (1938) explains how the inquiry process helped to resolve
the issues facing the inquiry group. The participant depends on the others in the group to
solve the inquiry and resolve the issues and obstacle in the inquiry. For instance, one
teacher who was not on the inquiry team said, “Child care is going to be an issue for
some of us if we change to an earlier time.” Another teacher also not on the inquiry
team expressed a concern that it appeared that they were asking teachers to take on more
responsibility that should be the administrator’s job. “I just have to say that I think we all
work hard enough. I don’t think we should have to add more responsibilities on when
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they should be done by someone else.” Alice pointed out, “We are not trying to add
more to our jobs. We are trying to figure out how to serve our children better. Hopefully
if we have different people assume responsibilities for running SST’s it will make things
easier for us not more difficult.” The only real concerns appeared to be with the time
change. Pamela recommended that the inquiry team survey the faculty to find out how
many teachers would be willing to change school hours. After surveying the faculty it
was determined that only two teachers did not want the school hours changed and one of
those teachers said that she would work with it if it was in the best interest of the school.
It was decided to go forward with the recommendation. Pamela said she could “work
with teachers that had problems with the time.”
The inquiry team knew that the recommendations would not be successful unless
they obtained support from county level administrative staff. Donna may have described
the teachers’ feelings about the implementation phase best when she said in her
interview, “We realized that our school could not solve the problem of IEP meetings
scheduled throughout the day without the assistance of school board members. We
needed the school board members to agree to allow faculty and staff members at Inquiry
Elementary to have a staggered schedule. A staggered schedule would allow individuals
who participate in early IEP meetings the opportunity to arrive before normal school
hours and leave earlier.”
After meeting with the faculty to assure that the recommendations had been
finalized, the inquiry team invited the superintendent, the assistant superintendent, the
director of special education, and the university department chair to attend an information
session. The inquiry team sent an invitation that asked these individuals to come to learn
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about the work the team had been doing on their inquiry topic and to find out about a no
cost way that they could make inclusion work for Inquiry Elementary. The assistant
superintendent of instruction and the director of special education attended. Pamela
introduced the teachers by describing what they had been doing. She explained, “These
teachers have been working in both small and school-wide cluster groups to answer three
target questions about how they can improve the implementation of inclusion at Inquiry
Elementary.” Next, each of the team leaders from the small groups presented the results
of the inquiry projects describing the recommendations of the committee.
Christine summarized question 1: How can we plan for inclusion? She began by
asking, “How can we plan for inclusion? We have to have planning time and we have to
use our planning time effectively. We have to rearrange our schedules and have agendas
when we have group planning time.” There were no questions about the
recommendations and everyone appeared to understand and agree with the suggestions.
At this point Alice, moved on to question 2: How can we schedule SST/SWD
meetings so they don’t interfere with instruction during the day? She asked for
clarification of who had to be in an SST from the county level. “Who exactly has to be at
an SST meeting? Can we designate special SST leaders for grade levels?” The assistant
superintendent shared that this would require additional training for the SST facilitators.
Pamela asked, “Can we get our teachers trained to run an SST? They used to be able to
do it.” At this point the director of special education said, “The problem I see is that we
are about to change the way we do SSTs anyway and that would impact this.” Pamela
said, “Well, how soon are we talking about having the new system in place. It will still be
a year. Right? Can we go ahead and be trained in the old way for next year?” The
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assistant superintendent said, “I will have to check into whether it would be possible or
not.”
Rachel presented the last set of recommendations which were for question 3: How
do we effectively place EIP/SWD students to maximize their support? She stated, “We
just want to make sure that all of the students are not placed in the same room like they
were this year.” The assistant superintendent reminded the team that, “EIP students have
to be in 45 or 50 minute segments and that other than that, schools do have some
flexibility with the model. I can get back with you about the possible models.”
The last issue that the teachers and principal wanted advice on from the county
level administrators was the issue of changing the schedule. The assistant superintendent
agreed to get back with the principal about whether or not there would be a problem with
changing the teachers’ start time at school. The assistant superintendent and director of
special education were helpful in answering questions and clarifying rules regarding SST
and scheduling. They were extremely supportive and appreciative of the work that the
teachers had done and agreed to help the team implement the recommendations if
possible. Connie noted the positive reception the team received when she later identified
one of the benefits of the inquiry project. She stated, “We even had the opportunity to sit
down with some county administrators to discuss our ideas.”
Follow up discussions with the administrator and building coordinator in the fall
of 2007 indicated that plans were in place to move forward with all of the
recommendations barring impediments from the county level. Scheduling was occurring
that would allow for collective planning time as recommended by the inquiry team and
the arrival time for the faculty had been approved for. A staggered arrival time for
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faculty was being considered. The school was in the process of planning for use of the
television system for bus dismissal to allow for planning time in the afternoon. The only
recommendation that had not been implemented was the development of an SST team
consisting of the Assistant Principal and three designated team leaders. The county was
changing the SST process which has prevented the teachers from receiving the training
needed to lead SST’s. While the change to a new system may be helpful at some point,
the teachers raise concerns about not being able to move forward. Monica had noted in
her exit interview, “I hope that the central office will not keep us back and delay our
plans.” Monica’s concern was realized in the team’s inability to follow through on at
least one of the recommendations.
The testing of hypothesis and sharing of the results stage allowed for the assessing
of results to occur (Dewey, 1938, Levin, 1991). New facts and information, such as the
SST procedures being changed for the county, were learned and considered as part of the
recommendations. By sharing the results with the faculty and the county level
administrators, the inquiry team was testing the solutions to see if they would work and
making informed adjustments to the recommendations. The inquiry team was able to
make informed decisions as part of a team bound together by a common purpose, making
inclusion work at Inquiry Elementary.

CHAPTER 5
RESEARCH FINDINGS
The findings from the data collected from the interviews, field notes of the inquiry
meetings, and artifacts from the inquiry project are organized in this chapter with
supporting discussion to answer the four research questions established for this study. As
noted in previous chapters the research questions are:
1. What is the process that teachers in a PDS environment go through as they
work through the inquiry process?
2. How do teachers in a PDS environment conceptualize the inquiry project?
3. What factors encourage or inhibit participation by group members in the
inquiry process?
4. What factors influence the implementation of the recommendations of inquiry
projects?
Question one, the process that teachers go through in the inquiry process, has been
addressed in Chapter four but will be elaborated on briefly in this chapter.
The Inquiry Process in a PDS Environment
There was an additional area of interest in relation to this question that emerged in
the data collection. Throughout the study, I wondered how the participants viewed the
role of the university. After spending six months at the school, being in the building on a
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regular basis, my face was familiar to everyone. The media specialist laughingly said to
me one day, “Oh no! Anytime I see you coming I know it means more work. There has
got to be a meeting of some kind.” This worried me. Did everyone feel this way? As
part of my study of the teacher’s inquiry process, I attempted to ascertain the role of the
university in the inquiry process. My role, or what the teachers viewed as the role of the
university, did emerge when looking at the process that participants went through during
the inquiry process. The role of the university or in this case, my role, appeared to be
viewed in two ways: (a) as support and (b) as providing a network.
University Faculty as a Support for Inquiry
In the beginning, my role was started primarily in a role of support. I helped to
get the project off and running. There was some confusion at first in that not everyone
understood my role. Members of the inquiry group initially looked to me as the leader as
the group. They wanted me to tell them how to start and even waited on me to begin the
first meeting. As teachers began to arrive at the first meeting no one took charge to start
the meeting. After about 10 minutes had passed several teachers began to get restless.
Monica asked, “What are we were waiting on?” Alice said, “Pamela isn’t here yet.” I
suggested, “Why don’t we go ahead and start.” I eventually also recommended that they
establish the purpose for the inquiry study. As I discussed in Chapter four, when they
could not get started on their topic I suggested that they think about what they wanted to
know about inclusion and how they would go about deciding how to make it work better.
I also suggested that they might want to select someone who would serve as the team
leader and maybe someone who would be in charge of keeping track of notes and
records. I was, however, committed to this being a teacher-led process; therefore, after
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that I backed away to see which teachers would step forward and assume leadership
roles. I realized that I would have to take on a low profile in order for other teachers to
began to respond so I refrained from providing comments until others began to
contribute. I made a point of saying, “This is your project. It is not up to me,”’ when
Alice asked, “Is this going to be okay if we do it this way?” Once the tone was
established, and I had made it clear that I was a participant and not the leader, other
members began to step up and assume roles of leadership. My role of support had
allowed the teachers to structure their group so that it was self sustaining.
When asked what they thought the role of the university was, which in this case
meant me, many of the participants referred to the supportive role that I held. For
example, Christine said, “She mostly observed, but she added some valuable input and of
course, she got the ball rolling. Having someone from the university involved also kept us
from letting the inquiry drop in a crack, which would be easy to do when there are so
many other demands.” Donna added a similar comment about support. She said, “Beth
assisted us in developing a problem to investigate and ways to find solutions to problem
that affects the achievement of the students at Lake Forest Hills. Wilma added, “You
came to meetings and participated in discussions and tried to help guide us through the
process.” The interactive support in meetings appeared to have been important to the
participants.
University Faculty as Providing a Network for the Inquiry Process
The second role of the university that participants identified was that of
networking. Throughout the study, I assisted the inquiry group by contacting outside
resources for them. In three instances, I called other counties to interview special
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education coordinators to learn how they were doing inclusion. I also contacted county
level administrators in nearby counties to learn about their release time policies. I was
considered their contact to “the outside world.” When describing my role, Monica said,
“The university provided us with insight and ideas from area schools and other systems.
These were very helpful when considering our options. We often talk about change but
no one really has the time to gather information and ideas.” Christine said, “Beth did
some research for us that was very helpful.” Also through the networking role, I was able
to provide the teachers an opportunity to share their work with other teachers. Connie
commented on this when she said, “The university provided us with the opportunity to
complete the inquiry project and a forum in which to present our ideas with other
educators.”
In the role of networking, the principal also used the name of the university to get
the county level administrators to attend the final inquiry meeting where the information
was shared. When she drafted the email she sent to them requesting their attendance, she
referred to the work the teachers had been doing as part of their work with the inquiry
project as part of the professional development school network. (See appendix L.) She
also invited the Department Chair of Teacher Education. This was done in an attempt to
encourage attendance by the administrators. She also was able to use the name of
university and the work with the inquiry project to get the air conditioning turned on
early when they were implementing the early schedule. Pamela said, “When they asked
why I needed the air conditioning turned on when it wasn’t time I told them it was
because we had changed our hours because of the work we had done with the university.
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I told the physical plant director that we had to change our start time because of the
inquiry project! Mentioning the university actually helped.”
Even though these roles appear to be outsider roles, when the inquiry project was
finished I truly felt that I had become a part of the faculty. I was invited to their end of
year luncheon. The principal invited me to attend a leadership training staff development
session with their leadership team. Two of the teachers even made a point of thanking me
for helping with the inquiry project. The principal has reported that she intends to start a
new inquiry project for the 2007-2008 school year on the topic that was the second
choice in the voting for topics for the inquiry project because she thinks the faculty was
so receptive to what they did with the inclusion inquiry project. I was invited to be a
participant in the new teacher inquiry project.
Teacher Roles
In addition to my role in the inquiry process I attempted to explore the roles of the
teachers in the inquiry process. Roles appeared to be clearly understood and each
member interviewed clearly defined their role showing an exceptional understanding of
themselves as a group member. The roles the teachers assumed appeared to have some
relationship to the number of years they had been at the school.
Monica who has taught at the school for three years said, “I take a lot before I
have anything to say. Especially being new here I am still learning personalities and not
comparing.” Donna who has been at Inquiry School for just one year shared about her
role in the group that, “I really think it depends on the group.” I asked, “Do you step up
in leadership?” Donna continued, “I think I do but since it is my first year I haven’t.”
Alice, Rachel, and Christine were clearly the leaders of the group. They were asked to
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take on the role of small group leaders and when issues came up that needed to be
resolved like the problem with the staff development issue it was these teachers that took
the lead on solving the problem. These teachers have been at the school 19 years, 17
years, and seven years. Are these teachers the leaders because of their natural disposition
for leadership or because the other faculty members defer to them because of seniority.
Except for Wilma, who has been there for 12 years, no other teacher in the group had
been there longer than these three.
Teachers’ Conceptualizations of the Inquiry Project
What do teachers think an inquiry project is? What do they think it means to
complete an inquiry project? How would they describe the inquiry process to other
teachers? After an analysis of the data, three distinct themes emerged to reflect the
teachers’ conceptualization of the inquiry project. Teachers see inquiry projects as either
an investigation, an opportunity for learning, or the development of a plan of action.
An Investigation
Five of the ten participants referred to the inquiry project as being somewhat like
an investigation. For example, Connie, a fourth-grade teacher, shared, “This process
gives us an opportunity to look at how an issue affects other people and the school as a
whole rather than just our classroom.” Donna, the third-grade teacher, who was new to
the school, responded similarly, “I would think it is investigating current and new
teaching trends, investigating ways to solve problems that are relevant to your school.”
Both Connie and Donna referred to how the investigation would benefit the school,
however, Rachel, an EIP teacher, saw it as not only benefiting the school but the entire
school system. “It is teachers asking questions and investigating different programs and
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ideas of how educational programs should be implemented in our school system.”
Christine, a second and third-grade special education teacher, may have described it most
succinctly when she simply stated, “I think it is professionals examining a problem.”
During the inquiry meetings, the teachers would make comments about what they
were investigating. As we began to explore options for inclusion the teachers did want to
know what was going on in other schools locally and across the state. During one of the
meetings while the topic was being determined one of the teachers who eventually
decided not to participate commented, “I think we need to investigate how other schools
are placing their special education students.” While Monica was describing what she had
heard about collaborative planning from one of her friends in another county she asked,
“Do you know anyone in Columbia County? Can you call and find out how they are
paying for the collaborative planning in Columbia County?” These teachers all saw the
inquiry project as in investigation into a problem that would ultimately benefit the
stakeholders of the school.
Learning Opportunity
The second theme that emerged concerning how teachers conceptualized the
inquiry process was that of learning. Five of the ten participants conceptualized the
inquiry project as an opportunity for learning. Both Christine and Karen, a kindergarten
teacher, had the exact same comments. They each said “It has been an eye opener,”
implying that they had learned a great deal in the discussions about how inclusion works.
Wilma, a teacher for the gifted program, had an interesting take on the learning aspect
when she compared the inquiry project to the skills she was familiar with in problem
based learning. Wilma said, “You’re supposed to meet as a group and discuss what you
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want to learn as a group. Choose one and then proceed going about learning about that
topic as a group. It reminds me of problem – based learning”
Both Alice and Valerie stressed that the learning they experienced in the inquiry
projects gave teachers the opportunity for empowerment and a sense of ownership.
Valerie shared, “I think the more aware and empowered people feel the more effort they
are to put into a project and I think this has the ability to make people aware of their
strengths and weaknesses.” Alice added, “Teachers will enhance their own professional
growth and take ownership. It will change their mindset about inclusion and they will
embrace inclusion through in-service, training, planning, preparation, co-teaching, ideas,
and ultimately help all students learn.”
At one of the inquiry meetings, Alice suggested learning about inclusion should
be a focus of the inquiry project when she noted, “All teachers should be knowledgeable
about inclusion. They should at least know enough to explain it to a parent.” At the first
inquiry meeting, several of the teachers discussed topics they wanted the team to consider
investigating for the inquiry project. One of the teachers suggested that the team
investigate how other schools place students with special needs in classrooms. When
Connie commented about her experiences with the inquiry project she appreciated having
an opportunity to study inclusion. Donna shared similar comments about participating in
the inquiry project, I have learned a wealth of information about inclusion and coteaching.” She noted, “I really enjoyed having the opportunity to study an issue on an in
depth basis.” All of the teachers who viewed the inquiry project as an opportunity for
learning saw the inquiry project as a professional benefit that would improve their
teaching. The fact that the teachers viewed the inquiry process as a learning experience
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was also underscored by the fact that the participants received PLUs for their
participation. In order to earn PLUs, teachers must document their contact hours engaged
in learning new information. During the inquiry project the teachers demonstrated their
dedication to learning about inclusion by participating in the inquiry meetings, bringing
resources to share, and reading articles.
Planning for Action
The final view that teachers had of the inquiry project was that of developing a
plan for action. Four of the ten participants mentioned developing a plan to address a
problem or an issue. Monica, a second-grade teacher, described teacher inquiry as,
“Developing a plan to better implement new concepts or strategies.” Connie had a
similar understanding of teacher inquiry. “The process is designed for us to take an issue
we think is important and study it. Through that study, we are to develop a plan that can
address our issue.” Finally, Valerie, described her understanding of the inquiry project
as, “Teachers coming together to determine how they are going to drive their curriculum
and instruction to see how to meet the need of their students. At first I thought Valerie
might be referring to an investigation but her understanding fell into the planning
category because she did not suggest that she was investigating a problem in her
definition. In her mind, she wanted to develop a plan for the curriculum that is in place.
Her definition did not include key words like questioning, investigating, problem, etc.
The planning for action perspective was woven through the conversation
occurring at the inquiry meeting where the teachers expressed their focus for the inquiry
project. Christine commented on the future of the project, “The team can gather
information to answer the questions about how to make inclusion work from the faculty
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during the in-service. The inquiry team would still be responsible for pulling together at
the end to summarize the results.” At the April meeting I commented to the building
coordinator how positive the teachers were while working together. Alice responded,
“They are serious about developing a workable plan.”
Understanding Teachers’ Perspectives on Inquiry
I was slightly concerned when I first began to investigate this question of how
teachers would conceptualize the inquiry project. When the building coordinator, Alice,
realized the school was on the rotation cycle to complete an inquiry project I was asked to
come to the school and explain what they would be doing in the inquiry process to the
faculty. I do this for all schools in my role at the university so this was nothing unusual.
It occurred to me afterwards, however, that perhaps I had directly influenced their
understanding of what the inquiry project was in my explanation of what they would be
doing. I do believe in some respects this has occurred but not as much from my initial
explanation as from the influence of the building coordinator. PDS building coordinators
are teachers in the schools who work as liaisons between the university and the school.
This building coordinator has been the building coordinator for nine years. She is
extremely knowledgeable about the professional development school network and its
history. She was one of the founding members of the PDS pilot program. She attends
four building coordinator meetings a year. At each one of these meetings, schools that
are going through the inquiry process discuss their work. She has a strong background
about the inquiry process and when asked what her understanding of what the inquiry
process was she said, “An intentional study by teachers of their school’s practice, teacher
inquirers first address an area of concern, reflect on their schools practices then seek out
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changes. For example, how can we best implement inclusion at Inquiry Elementary?
First we collect data, second analyze data, third make changes, and fourth share
findings.” As mentioned earlier she also discussed how teachers would enhance their
professional growth through the learning that occurs. Alice’s understanding of the
inquiry project reflected all three of the themes that were apparent in the teachers’
conceptualizations of the inquiry project. While I have no way of knowing for sure, I
have to wonder if Alice and I have influenced the way that teachers conceptualize the
inquiry project.
Teacher Participation in Inquiry Projects
Participating in the inquiry project was a voluntary commitment of time on the
part of the teachers. Why do some teachers decide to spend the countless hours giving up
valuable time after school for little recognition and no pay? The only compensation
offered to the teachers was (PLU’s) professional learning units for the completion of the
inquiry project. Was the promise of the PLU’s the only motivation for participating in
the inquiry project? Two themes emerged as the reasons teachers chose to participate.
Teachers choose to participate because of the topic of the inquiry project or because they
needed professional learning units for recertification.
Topic of Project
During the interviews, questions were asked to elicit responses to ascertain why
the teachers chose to participate in the inquiry project. Overwhelming, the teachers
responded that the topic motivated them to participate. Of the nine teachers interviewed,
all nine identified the topic to be the reason they participated, citing the topic of inclusion
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as being especially relevant to them as teachers because they either had special education
students this year or would have them in the future. Rachel described her reason for
participating. She said, “First of all once they decided on the topic, I always want to
know what is the best way to do my job and what is going to be a better way for my
students because ultimately that is what we are here for. Any topics we had considered
were good ones and once we decided you know, I wanted to be a part of it. I really do
want to know what is going to be the best way. I think the topic that we have chosen for
our project will help us do that.” Rachel expressed a general desire to learn to serve her
students. Christine expressed a similar comment when she said, “One reason was on of
the possible subjects was inclusion so I though it was important that I be involved. I am
always interested in learning something else. It is always good to learn how others are
feeling about things and to stay informed and have input.”
Several of the teachers were interested in the topic because the topic impacted
them directly and was relevant to them as educators. Monica commented, “Well inclusion
directly involves me this year in that I have special education students.” Alice shared a
similar sentiment when she stated, “Inclusion affects everyone. I want to help change and
implement new procedures like planning and scheduling to ensure best teaching practices
for all students. I am concerned about the welfare of all students.” Donna discussed how
it would benefit her to know about the topic of inclusion as an educator. She said, “I
know that inclusion is here to stay and I need to know what my role is and the role of the
special education or EIP teacher in my classroom. If there were other topics available to
my role as an educator, then I would have participated.” Like Rachel, Donna indicated
that she would have likely participated if it had been a different topic as long as it had
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been relevant to them. Karen’s comment shows her reluctance to participate at first and
how she finally decided to participate once the topic was selected. She stated, “I really
thought about it at first because we didn’t have a topic. Inclusion meant change. I needed
to know what to do in the future.”
There were a few teachers who attended the first informational meeting and upon
learning that the topic might be inclusion decided not to become a part of the team. This
may indicate that the topic can also have a negative impact on teachers participating
however; I was unable to collect data to support this assumption. This would be an
important question for future research on the topic of why teachers chose to participate or
not to participate in inquiry projects.
Professional Learning Units
A second theme running through the data related the importance of earning
professional learning units (PLUs) for the experience. In the state where this inquiry took
place, the teachers must earn ten professional learning units every five years they are
employed in order to renew their teaching certification. One PLU can be earned for
every ten contact hours a teacher is engaged in new learning. These PLUs can be
completed through a variety of school-endorsed staff development learning opportunities.
Two teachers indicated that they were interested because they needed PLU credits
initially, but they eventually stayed because they too found the topic to be beneficial.
Interestingly, Connie said, “Pamela had also talked about putting together a professional
development course.” She added this comment after first talking about the topic and why
she wanted to participate. She was attracted because of the topic but decided to
participate for sure after the PLU opportunity became a reality. Wilma echoed similar
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comments sharing that she participated because, “I am the gifted teacher and they have
talked about doing gifted as an inclusion model so I thought it would be good to learn
about it.” But, she really participated because, “I needed some hours.” While indicating
the PLU opportunity was important to them, both of these teachers also indicated that the
topic was important as well.
Implementation of the Inquiry Project Recommendations
The final question addressed for this study related to the degree to which the
teachers were successful in having the recommendations of the team implemented at the
school. Data on this question were sketchy due to the fact that as of the fall of 2007 the
implementation phase was at the beginning stages; however, patterns were already
beginning to be apparent in what influences the implantation of the inquiry group’s
recommendation. The factors are the lack of support from school officials, support of
administrator, and relevance of topic.
Lack of Support from School Officials
One factor which seemed to inhibit the initial implementation of some
recommendations was related to lack of support form outside influences. This factor was
of particular concern in respect to implementing the recommendation for changing the
hours of the school day and the way that SST’s were conducted. Six of the participants,
including the school principal, expressed some level of concern about being able to
implement the plan due to restrictions from some outside authority. Monica commented
about her concerns about the lack of support from the central office: “We are definitely
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moving in the right direction. I hope that the central office will not keep us back and
delay our plans.”
Christine said, “I hope we get to do the planning like we want” and Alice
cornered me one afternoon after a meeting and sent me to the office to talk with the
principal to make sure that she was considering looking at the scheduling situation.
Donna voiced a concern about needing assistance to implement the suggested schedule.
She said, “We realized that our school could not solve the problem of IEP meetings
scheduled throughout the day without the assistance of school board members. We
needed the school board members to agree to allowing faculty and staff members at our
school to have a staggered schedule.” Wilma stressed the communication problems that
occurred with the representative of the board. She stated, “Some of the issues required
help for the Board of Education. This can be problematic. The assistant superintendent
and the director of special education did hear our plan. We were able to change our work
hours for better planning time. We worked on an SST component without knowing the
SST process would change this year. Communication with the Board of Education is a
problem.” The administrator and county level superintendent expressed some
reservations about having their hands tied to a certain degree over some of the requests
that the teachers had made.
The principal told me, “I kept calling and waiting for answers but I never heard
back from anyone. I finally decided that until I heard no, I would assume that I had
permission to go ahead and do what we wanted.” The teachers and principal have
moved forward with the recommendations that are within their control. Those that require
the support at the county level are on hold but the principal continues to maintain contact
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regarding their implementation. Further exploration needs to be done as the project is
implemented. Both the teachers and administrators would need to be interviewed after
the project has been fully implemented to completely answer this research question.
Support of Administrator
While there may have been a lack of support at the county level, which influenced
some recommendations, Inquiry School experienced complete support from the school
administrator. Wilma expressed her appreciation for the support that Pamela had shown
when she stated,
I thought it was great that Pamela backed out efforts to come up with our plans to
help inclusion. She wanted the faulty to create the plan and invited people from
the BOE who could help us implement it. As a result, some of the changes have
been put in place.
From the onset of the inquiry project, Pamela, the principal, supported the work
done by the teachers in the inquiry project even participating with the team. As discussed
previously in Chapter four she committed to writing a staff development plan to
encourage participation by the teacher. To secure the implementation of the actual
recommendations, the principal followed through with the county level assistant
superintendent on several occasions. As mentioned earlier she proceeded with the
implementation of the project until she was prohibited.
The principal also negotiated with the county transportation director to get the
buses to the school earlier to enable the teachers to implement the early schedule. She
noted, “I told him that we were not going to have the buses here that early and that we
had to get those buses here on time in the afternoon because of our new schedules.” She
also had to work with the director of the physical plant to get the heating and cooling
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systems turned on at a different time. At the close of this study she had just confirmed
with the director of special education about the implementation of the new SST
procedures. She continued to incorporate the work of the inquiry team into the new
procedures. Inquiry Elementary planned to allow faculty members to assume leadership
roles in the first two levels of the new SST procedures.
Relevance of Topic
The importance of the topic as a factor in influencing participation in inquiry
project has already been established. The relevance of the topic also appeared to be
important to the implementation of the inquiry project. Because the topic was important
to the school the teachers were committed to following through and implementing the
project. Donna expressed feelings about the topic of inclusion and the inquiry project:
We know our roles as educators when students with disabilities are placed in our
classrooms. Regular education teachers are now aware of the ways that special
education teachers can assist us in providing a quality education for all students. I
thoroughly enjoyed being a part of the project. I have learned a wealth of
information about inclusion and co-teaching. In my opinion, it would be
beneficial if school official provided more instances in which educators can be
involved in inquiry experiences on topics which may plague a school.
Wilma echoed similar comments about the importance of the topic and how she felt about
the results of the project:
We looked at a topic that was important to our school… I think it was beneficial
and important that we came up with specific plans for aspects of inclusion that
were problematic, planning time, less pull out for SST meetings. I also think it
helped that the whole faculty had input in the plan and that the plan itself was
created by the faculty provided buy in from the faculty as a whole.
These comments show a general understanding of the importance of the topic to the
students and faculty of Inquiry School. This understanding of the significance of the
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topic indicates a desire for the successful implementation of the project by the teachers at
Inquiry Elementary.
The last meeting I attended with the inquiry team confirmed this commitment to
the implementation of the project. The teachers in attendance were discussing the
implementation phase and one teacher who was not part of the inquiry team, had been put
in charge of creating the schedule. The inquiry team asked to discuss the scheduling
issues with the principal to make sure that the recommendations they had made were
considered when the schedule was made. Vicki noted, “The whole faculty was involved
in this inquiry project, one teacher should not override our decisions.” Monica said, “We
have to remember this is about what is doing what is best for our children. That is what
we have to keep in mind.” I was asked by Alice to go and talk with the principal to make
sure that the recommendations of the inquiry team were being considered as plans were
being made for the following year. I had the distinct impression that the inquiry team
was ready to fight for their recommendations to be implemented because they felt
inclusion was so important to the teachers and the students at Inquiry School.
The findings of this study examined the inquiry process and the teacher’s
understandings of the role of the university in the inquiry process. Teacher’s perceived
the inquiry process as an investigation, an opportunity for learning, or chance to plan for
action. The data also helped to confirm the teacher’s conceptualization of the inquiry
process and what influences them to participate in the inquiry projects, such as the topic
or the opportunity for PLUs. Finally, the factors that influence the implementation of the
inquiry projects were explored. The factors that were relevant to the implementation of
this inquiry project were the lack of support of outside officials, the support of school
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level administration, and the relevance of the topic. Chapter 6 will discuss the implication
of the research findings. Specific attention will be focused on how these findings on
teacher inquiry can be used by faculties working on inquiry in professional development
schools to inform their future collaborations.

CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
The inquiry project produced a plan for inclusion that was embraced by both the
faculty and the administration. In this chapter, I will discuss the findings from the four
research questions that framed this study. Observing this inquiry process allowed me, the
participant observer, to gather data to answer questions one and three, coming to a clearer
understanding of the process of inquiry in a PDS environment and why teachers choose
to participate in inquiry projects. I was also to collect information for question three to
gain perspective about how teachers conceptualize or define the inquiry project. This
study has also helped to clarify how schools go about implementing inquiry projects,
which was question four of the study. What do these findings mean to this university
and the professional development school and the field at large?
Inquiry and Professional Development Schools
This inquiry project was set in the context of a professional development school
setting. When exploring question two, how teachers conceptualized the inquiry project,
one of the interesting observations that I made is that at no time did the teachers make a
connection to the fact that the school was in fact a professional development school.
They saw the inquiry project as an action plan, an investigation, or an opportunity for
learning. None of these conceptualization or definitions of the inquiry project involved
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the university in anyway. When I began this study I wanted to learn how participation in
an inquiry project was impacted by the fact the school was a professional development
school. The majority of the teachers who participated in the inquiry study were master
teachers who had hosted both field experience interns and apprentices in their classrooms
at some time during the last year. The teachers made no reference to their role in the
preparation of preservice teachers or the role of their school in the professional
development school network. At no time did they consider involving interns in the actual
study or utilizing their role as a professional development school as part of the solution to
their inquiry project. For example, preservice teachers could have been included in the
planning for the co-teaching phase of the inclusion model. Research by Poetter, Badiali,
and Hammond (2000) and Hamre and Oyler (2004) demonstrate the collaborative role
interns can play in a professional development school.
It was unclear whether the teachers actually understood what being a professional
development school actually meant. It appeared to most teachers that being a
professional development school meant that you had lab students or apprentices come to
your class and you had to do an inquiry project. According to the basic principles that
define a professional development school as established by the Holmes Group (1990),
teachers in the professional development school should be actively involved in the
teacher education program. Professional inquiry with research based professional
knowledge should support the school’s practices. University faculty and teachers in
professional development schools should continuously engaged in inquiry that evaluates
and improves curriculum, and teaching (Nelson, 1998).
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With this in mind it is important to examine what is occurring with inquiry in
professional development schools in relation to the NCATE movement to include inquiry
in professional development schools. This inquiry project was on a topic that could have
occurred in any school whether it was a PDS school or not. The teachers did not consider
the role the university or the interns might play in learning about inclusion or being part
of the solution. As mentioned in chapter one, the reason inquiry projects were first
implemented was because of the NCATE standards for professional development schools
that encouraged collaborative research. It was not apparent that the simultaneous
renewal, as it was described by Bay-Williams, Scott, and Hancock (2007), was occurring
at Inquiry University. While teachers were meeting and discussing problems that were
important to Inquiry Elementary they were not relating it back to the university. Inquiry
University and Inquiry Elementary were not working toward the same goals for systemwide change.
The focus of inquiry as defined by the Inquiry Framework (see Appendix C) to
include P-12 students, all educators in the PDS, ASU educator preparation students,
parents, and the community has been lost. The inquiry is focused on improving teaching
and learning for students at the P-12 level but the role of the education program or the
preservice teachers have been excluded from the process. The PDS partnership is
generating new knowledge that is relevant to both the university and schools; however
the exclusion of the consideration of how the university can play a role in the solutions or
plan for action is an important missing step in the PDS partnership. The possibility for
examining the ways and extent to which the PDS partnership increases and improves
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learning for all participants has been largely ignored. The inquiry appeared to be a
separate focus of the PDS instead of a part of the PDS.
Keeping this in mind and in light of the results of this study, it would be
beneficial to encourage schools to incorporate the teacher education program in their
inquiry project or consider how their involvement as a PDS might be a factor in a
solution. The university coordinator might prompt this through questions focused on
interns in the early stages. Forcing schools to only select topics that involve teacher
preparation would be counterproductive to the important theme identified about allowing
teachers to choose their own topic but encouraging them to conduct collaborative
research to include the teacher education program would hopefully help to make the
connection between inquiry and professional development schools more concrete.
Implementing Inquiry Projects
When examining question four, what factors influence the implementation of the
recommendations of inquiry projects, I was able to observe both positive and negative
influences. The most profound implication for professional development schools from
this school’s inquiry may be the impact of outside forces on the implementation of
inquiry projects. For this reason, schools may be reluctant to engage in inquiry projects
where the ultimate results may require support from outside agencies. Schools may want
to consider involving outside participants at earlier intervals such as the reflection stage,
perhaps inviting county level administrators to attend meetings when it is first evident
that outside support may be needed (Bondy, 2001). If outside input had been sought in
this project earlier, some of the implementation problems encountered may have been
avoided. For example, a great deal of work was spent on planning for the SST
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reorganization plan without the knowledge that the SST process was being changed. Had
this information been learned earlier this knowledge could have been incorporated into
the plan. Changing the school hours also required the permission of a county level
administrator. It took several follow up calls by the school principal to make this happen.
Pamela related that, “I had to keep calling and calling, and I still didn’t hear back.” If the
county level administrator had been consulted earlier this may have avoided confusion
later in the inquiry process.
Another solution to this issue may be developing awareness that the inquiry
project may need to continue as the hypotheses are tested. From a Deweyian (1938)
perspective, the hypothesis testing – sharing the results is expected to yield new facts and
information to be considered. If groups realized the process does not end with sharing
results, but rather the solution continues to evolve as the hypotheses is tested, teachers
may encounter less frustration and ultimately develop more effective solutions.
Building on the findings from this study, Inquiry University plans to hold
conversations with their building coordinators about the implementation phase of inquiry
projects. Currently the view of the teachers appears to be that once the inquiry project is
finished the inquiry is over. The opportunity to learn from the implementation phase is
not considered as part of the inquiry process. The goal of Inquiry University is to change
this view and continue the focus through the implementation phase. This new vision of
inquiry may require a recommitment on the part of the university and public school
partners about how inquiry projects are completed in the current PDS inquiry cycle.
The chart provided to schools that reflects the current PDS inquiry cycle may be
causing some of the problems with the view that inquiry is over in one year (see
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Appendix D). The chart of the PDS cycle indicates that inquiry occurs in one year. The
framework for inquiry also provides a timeline for reporting on the inquiry projects that
follows a one year pattern (see Appendix C). Both of these documents are provided to
the building coordinators of the schools prior to beginning the inquiry process. In order
to develop a new vision of inquiry within the PDS these two documents will need to be
revised to reflect the recursive nature of inquiry.
Positive factors that influence the implementation of the inquiry projects that
schools need to be aware of are the impact of the school level administrator and the
relevance of the topic to the school. At Inquiry Elementary, the administrator’s
determined efforts to see the project through and support the work of the teachers proved
to be an important contribution to assuring that the project was able to be implemented.
Her efforts in assuring that the county level administrators followed through on the
information needed to support the work at Inquiry Elementary and the teachers’
knowledge that the administrator valued and supported the efforts made an impact on the
implementation phase.
The relevance of the topic was also important to the implementation of the inquiry
project. The topic of inclusion was timely to Inquiry Elementary. Inclusion was important
to all of the teachers at the school and they knew that in order to serve their students more
effectively they had to restructure how they where implementing inclusion. The teachers
wanted to have control of the inclusion decisions rather the decisions being made from
the top down as they had been previously. In order for this inquiry project to make a
difference in how inclusion was to be implemented for the following year, the work had
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to occur in a timely manner. The teachers had a vested interest in the topic and were
committed to the completion of the inquiry project.
Participation in Inquiry Projects
Another implication that will have a significant impact on professional
development schools is why teachers choose to participate. Question three examined the
factors that encouraged or inhibited the participation of group members in the inquiry
projects. Understanding the importance of topic selection and offering professional
learning units may help to encourage participation in inquiry projects. Allowing the
teachers the chance to select the topic and their involvement was also important in this
study. This gave them a feeling of ownership. This is particularly important to schools
where administrators attempt to dictate the inquiry topic. These teachers have shown that
if teachers are allowed to select the topic, they are more likely to have a vested interest in
an inquiry project and will choose to participate. While the topic was the most important
factor in determining who will participate in an inquiry study, at least two teachers
identified the options of professional learning units as being a reason for participating.
Bondy (2001) also discussed the importance of providing incentives for schools to
document their efforts. She noted that a variety of incentives can be motivational
including monetary incentives as well as including school research or inquiry in the
formula for assessing school performance.
The Inquiry Process
There are implications that are important to the university as well. Question one
explored the inquiry process that teachers in a PDS environment go through as they work
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through the inquiry process. Understanding the inquiry process in PDS and how teachers
view the role of the university during the inquiry process helps the university faculty that
work with inquiry teams to facilitate successful inquiry groups. Realizing how the
university can facilitate inquiry projects and the role that the university plays in both
networking and support is a key to providing the necessary scaffolding between the
university and professional development schools by the university. Recognizing that
inquiry teams require both initial support as well as networking will help universities as
they move forward in facilitating inquiry projects in their professional development
schools.
The role of support can be viewed as helping to provide direction for the inquiry,
assisting with data collection, or gathering available research. Bondy (2001) describes
this role as a university faculty member who facilitates school inquiry for the less
experienced school-based researchers by providing resources to support research. As
identified in this study, the teachers at Inquiry School viewed me as a resource for their
inquiry project. In order for this type of research to be successful, universities will have
to view school-based collaborative research as a priority in the consideration of
promotion and tenure issues in order for university faculty to prioritize these efforts.
In Georgia, where this study was conducted, the University System Board of
Regents recently instituted a Faculty Work in the School. policy. This policy supports
university faculty work in K-12 schools as part of an institutional faculty reward system.
The policy specifically encourages higher education faculty to collaborate with K-12
faculty to improve teaching and learning at both the university and K-12 levels. This
type of involvement is especially relevant to the service area of promotion and tenure but
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can also be developed in the area of scholarship as university faculty collaboratively
research, present, and publish on their work in the PDS. This policy reinforces the
importance of professional development school work and encourages higher education
faculty to engage in collaborative inquiry with public school partners.
Networking was viewed as serving as an outside resource connection to the nonschool setting. I could make phone calls and make connections with other counties and
professionals. I was the connection to the “outside” which also included county level
administrators. My involvement through support and networking gave the teachers
opportunities to challenge, question, and even confront an issue that was important to
them as professionals. As a result the teachers were able to make school level reform
decisions.
Understanding how the roles of the university are being perceived gives direction
to how Inquiry University may want to proceed in the future with faculty participation in
the inquiry work of the professional development schools. As Inquiry University makes
plans for changing the way it conducts inquiry, considerations that need to be asked are
what qualities do the schools want in university faculty members that participate in the
inquiry projects? The role of support and networking were identified as roles that I
played in this inquiry. Are there other roles that schools feel they need from a university
coordinator? How can Inquiry University involve more faculty in inquiry?
Examples of involving university faculty include collaborative supervision and
Professional Development Associates. Glickman (1990) describes inquiry focused
supervision as a collaborative supervision that is done with participants supporting each
other as they investigate a research question. This effort is completed by all participants
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(university faculty, mentor, and intern) as they collaboratively collect data to problem
solve and make decisions. Dana and Silva (2000) use the term Professional Development
Associate (PDA) to describe the role of a faculty member who performs reflective
supervision, including work with teacher inquiry. The PDA’s role is to provide support
for the professional development of the interns and the mentor teachers. Visiting school
sites weekly, conducting observations of interns, spending time with mentors, interns,
public school children, the PDA serves as a resource for the Professional Development
School community. The PDA supports the inquiry process providing support, building
on the practice of reflective supervision. The goal is to cultivate a stance toward
professional development that goes beyond the ultimate completion of the inquiry.
Through the use of reflective supervision Dana and Silva (2000) have found that their
inquiry work provides preservice and inservice teachers with a collaborative path for
more independent, professional growth and development.
During these collaborative inquiry projects teachers were engaged in meaningmaking through reflection (Rodgers, 2002). Through the direct participation, discussions,
and the interaction with the resources and information obtained in the inquiry process the
teachers were forming their own understandings about the topic of inclusion. This
rigorous form of reflective thinking motivated the participants to ultimately want to
resolve the problem or in other words, start the inquiry process to ultimately formulate
solutions for the topic of how to implement inclusion at Inquiry Elementary.
The interactive nature of the inquiry groups during the inquiry process meant that
the teachers were actively participating as they were learning (Vygotsky, 1986). From
the sociocultural perspective, the discussions that occurred during the inquiry meetings
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helped the teachers internalize their understandings of inclusion. These understandings
ultimately resulted in the development of the recommendations of the inquiry group. The
recommendations were a direct outcome of the interactions and discourse that occurred in
the inquiry meetings. The sharing of ideas in a community of learners allowed the
teachers to learn from their interactions.
Understanding how teachers conceptualize the inquiry process will enable the
university to provide guidance and support to professional development schools as they
embark on inquiry projects. Faculty members who choose to engage with teacher inquiry
groups will benefit from the knowledge that teachers view the inquiry project as
opportunities for learning, an action plan, or an investigation of an issue or a problem.
Organizing inquiry projects around this conceptualization will help faculties to reach
their ultimate goals for their inquiry projects. Universities may choose to work with
schools to organize their inquiry projects around learning opportunities or investigations
that would ultimately lead to action plans that address issues or concerns.
Limitations of the Study
One of the limitations of this study was the lack of control I had of all of the
meetings that the inquiry group(s) held. My intentions had been to attend every meeting.
As the inquiry group became less dependent on me they began to work independently as
an inquiry group. Unfortunately, this required me to learn about their work after the fact.
This was especially true as the large inquiry group broke into smaller groups to study the
three questions. Another limitation of the study was the fact that I was the single
researcher. When the inquiry teams were beginning to work as three teams, it was
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difficult to observe all of the work that was occurring in the various groups. A research
team or co-researcher would have facilitated the observations of the various groups.
I had originally planned to videotape or record all of the meetings. Unfortunately,
the teachers were not receptive to being videotaped or recorded. Some of the teachers
were reluctant to having the meetings recorded. This impacted my ability to capture
interactions of the meetings. I had to rely on focused observation notes taken during the
meetings to capture teacher comments and interactions.
Finally, the timing of the study created some problems. The school delayed
starting any real work on the inquiry project until after December even though the ground
work had been set for the project to begin earlier in the fall. Due to this delay the inquiry
project was forced to be completed in five months with the project ending as the school
year ended. The end of year presented a multitude of scheduling issues as I attempted to
schedule exit interviews. Scheduling the study during a less stressful time of year for the
participants might have been more effective.
Recommendations for Further Study
When considering future directions for research, the lack of information available
about why teachers did not participate would be an important issue to examine. Although
I had secondary data from the teachers who did choose to participate that provided some
insight, these data were not sufficient to draw conclusions about why teachers chose not
to participate. A follow-up study with the teachers who attended the first informational
meeting but chose not to participate would have been informative. The themes that
emerged about why teachers chose to participate; the topic and professional learning units
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are useful for planning future inquiry projects with teachers, but information about why
teachers chose not to participate would have been equally useful.
Another interesting area that needs further study is that of teacher roles within the
inquiry project. The leadership roles that the teachers assumed appeared to have some
relationship to the number of years they had been at the school. Forsyth (1990) identified
two general clusters of leadership behaviors: task behaviors and relationship behaviors.
Task behaviors appear as more of the leader and follower roles where the leader is
concerned with getting things done. Relationship behaviors are when the leader is more
concerned with the feelings and attitudes of the group members. A study by Mebane and
Galassi (2000) about collaborative research and learning in a professional development
school partnership examined the success of individually led teacher inquiry groups and
groups that were co-led by a teacher and a university faculty member. Participants were
significantly more satisfied with the leadership of the co-led groups. This information is
important to the understanding of the leadership of inquiry groups but the group
dynamics within the inquiry group needed further investigation to understand how the
roles emerged and if there is a relationship to experience and roles of leadership.
Finally, additional roles of the university in the inquiry project need to be
examined. Are there other ways that universities can become partners in the inquiry
process? Could university students become participants in the inquiry projects?
Examining how preservice teacher education can be impacted through the use of inquiry
projects at the professional development school and the university would be an avenue of
study. Looking at how this collaborative research could enhance the inquiry project and
influence the education of preservice teachers would be an important area to examine.
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Does each inquiry team need to have a university faculty member? Further examination
of the roles of university faculty members in the inquiry process would be another
important area to study. Are there other university roles that occur with different topics?
Did the topic impact what the university role was? Pursing additional research avenues
for involving university faculty in inquiry projects would further the scaffolding
opportunities between the university and the professional development schools.
Conclusions
This was a two fold endeavor. I was involved in both a research project and an
inquiry project. As this research project stretched over ten months in the professional
development school setting, it became obvious that I was achieving my goal of learning
about the inquiry project. What was not as obvious was whether the inquiry project was
going to reach a successful conclusion or if the teachers involved would regret their
involvement in both the study and the inquiry project. It was extremely gratifying to see
the final project when it was presented and to know that I had been a part of the work
these teachers had done. They showed a sense of pride and ownership when they
presented their completed inquiry project to the county level administrators.
It was also gratifying to see the teacher’s comments about the inquiry project.
Every teacher interviewed expressed positive feedback about being involved in the
inquiry project. Not one of the teachers that participated in the study regretted being
involved. Monica’s feelings about the inquiry project were reflected when she said, “I
think it is a great thing. I think it needs to happen all of the time.” Karen added, “I think
overall it has been good.” The same sentiments were shared by the principal who thinks
it, “Worked well.” Connie confirmed the feelings of her peers. She said, “I think it is a
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good thing for us to be involved in. As teachers we can develop tunnel vision, and this
process gives us an opportunity to look at how an issue affects other people and the
school as a whole rather than just our classroom.” When I asked Christine if she had any
concerns about the inquiry process she said, “Not really it’s been a good experience. I
think some of us have had to stretch a little more. Some of us have had to look at what
we need to do with this inclusion thing. It’s been a good thing.” When I asked Donna
the same thing she said, “I think it is necessary and it is helping us to understand what is
expected and what our role is. Now with the inquiry team we know what our problems
are.” The most interesting comment was shared by Rachel. She compared the inquiry
project to a Christmas present. “It’s kind of like Christmas; when you open the box you
don’t know what it’s going to be. It’s a surprise. We just have to wait and see what it is
going to be.”
This journey has been a little like a surprise. None of knew what we were getting
into or how much work was involved when we began the research portion and the inquiry
project. The result has been an inquiry project that will benefit the children and teachers
at Inquiry Elementary. The result of the research project has been a deeper understanding
of how inquiry projects are developed in a professional development school setting. The
study will hopefully lead to an improved and stronger relationship between the university
and the professional development schools.
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APPENDIX A
Georgia State University
Department of Middle and Secondary Instructional Technology
Informed Consent
Title: Teacher Inquiry in a Professional Development School Environment
Principal Investigator: Joyce Many, Ph.D.
Beth Pendergraft
I. Purpose:
You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of the study is to
investigate teacher inquiry in a professional development school environment. You are
invited to participate because you are a teacher in a professional development school that
has expressed an interest in particpating in a teacher inquiry group. A total of five - ten
participants will be recruited for this study. Participation will ocurr during the course of
the inquiry study which will occur over the next four to six months.

II. Procedures:
If you decide to participate, you will be interviewed and audio or videotaped during
the inquiry group meetings. You may also be asked to compelete questionnaires as
part of the interview process.
The research will be completed at the school during the inquiry meetings which will
be held either before school, or after school. The interviews will be scheduled at the
convience of the interviewee and will be conducted by the student researcher.
Each participant will be interviewed two times.
III. Risks:

In this study, you will not have any more risks than you would in a normal
day of life.
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IV.

Benefits:

Participation in this study may not benefit you personally. Overall, we will gain
information about teacher inquiry in the professional development school environment
which will help to inform the teacher preparation community.
V. Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal:
Participation in research is voluntary. You have the right not to be in this study. If you
decide to be in the study and change your mind, you have the right to drop out at any
time. You may skip questions or stop participating at any time. Whatever you decide,
you will not lose any benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.

VI.

Confidentiality:

We will keep your records private to the extent allowed by law. We will use initials rather
than your name on study records. Only the researchers will have access to the information
you provide. It will be stored in a researcher’s notebook and firewall-protected computer.
Your name and other facts that might point to you will not appear when we present this
study or publish its results. The findings will be summarized and reported in group form.
You will not be identified personally. Any audiotapes, videotapes, transcribed notes, etc.
will be kept in a locked cabinet. All data will be kept for up to two years after
completion of the study.
VII. Contact Persons:
Call Dr. Joyce Many at 404-651-2516, mstjem@gsu.edu or Beth Pendergraft at 706-8639936, bpendergraft@aug.edu if you have questions about this study. If you have questions or
concerns about your rights as a participant in this research study, you may contact Susan
Vogtner in the Office of Research Integrity at 404-463-0674 or svogtner1@gsu.edu.
VIII.

Copy of Consent Form to Subject:

We will give you a copy of this consent form to keep.
If you are willing to volunteer for this research, please sign below.
____________________________________________
Participant

_________________
Date

_______________________________________________
Principal Investigator or Researcher Obtaining Consent

_________________
Date
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If you are willing to be audio and or video taped during this research, please sign
below.
____________________________________________
Participant
_______________________________________________
Principal Investigator or Researcher Obtaining Consent

_________________
Date
_________________
Date
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APPENDIX B
County Permission Form
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APPENDIX C
Augusta State University- CSRA P-16
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SCHOOL NETWORK
Framework for INQUIRY

Introduction

The purposes of the Professional Development School Network (PDSN) are to:
1) create a sustainable network of schools through which the schools as full
collaborating partners with the university, prepare new teachers;
2) support teaching practices that promote and assist all students in achieving
high standards; and
3) sustain teaching excellence through experienced teachers’ and university
faculty members’ continued professional development.
The PDSN works to cultivate a network of energetic learning communities, coherence
across the academic and lab components of the educator preparation curriculum, and a
shared commitment to educational excellence across institutional boundaries. Since its
inception in 1998, the PDSN has used the NCATE (Draft) PDS Standards, as a
framework for its development and as a template for its self-evaluation. During the fall
of 2001, the first semester of the PDSN’s fourth year of operation, a formal four-year
cycle of participation was adopted by its members. The third year of the cycle has been
designated as the formal inquiry year, when each PDS systematically examines an issue
of significance to its on-going improvement and professional vitality. Just as with the
other defining elements of PDS, inquiry is an on-going characteristic of the dynamic
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learning community. Through the formal inquiry year each PDS realizes the power of
systematic investigations into practice to promote continuous improvement in P-12
student achievement, certification candidate preparation, and P-16 faculty development.
NCATE defines inquiry in a PDS as partners engaging collaboratively in
examining and assessing their practices and the outcomes achieved by students and
faculty alike. By studying phenomena directly related to the teaching/learning process,
PDS partners and certification candidates monitor their own work in order to improve
their performance. Participants raise specific and significant questions, investigate them
systematically, use their findings to inform practice, and share their findings with others.
PDS inquiry should support improvement at the individual, the classroom, and the
institutional level. Through such inquiry PDS partners hold themselves responsible and
accountable for maintaining high standards for P-12 students, certification candidates,
and faculty. PDS partners engage in inquiry:
•

To identify and meet P-12 students’ learning need;

•

To effect certification candidate professional competencies; and

•

To determine their own professional development agenda.

Inquiry in the PDS partnership should extend beyond the principal, master
teachers and university partners. It should include P-12 students, all educators in the
PDS, ASU educator preparation students, parents, and the community. The PDS
university coordinator should provide substantial assistance and support to the inquiry
effort. Because the work is inquiry-based and focused on improving teaching and
learning for candidates, professionals, and students, PDS partnerships should generate
new knowledge that is relevant to both the university and schools. Through the process
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of asking and answering questions, partners examine the ways and extent to which the
PDS partnership increases and improves learning for all participants. Inquiry in each
PDS will result in continual refinement of practices and increased professionalism.
The Inquiry Year
The following is a suggested framework for the third year of the PDS cycle focused on
inquiry. Schools undertaking an inquiry should:
•

Gather input from all stakeholders into questions to be considered for inquiry
and determine collaboratively the question(s) to be addressed. Report on
this at September PDS building coordinators meeting.

•

Design the methods of inquiry to be used and the timelines for the inquiry.
Report on this at the November PDS building coordinators meeting.

•

Gather relevant research and professional writings that would inform the
inquiry.

•

Gather data relevant to the inquiry questions.

•

Report on progress and challenges of the inquiry at the January PDS
building coordinators meeting.

•

Report on progress, challenges, results, insights, and next steps at April
PDS building coordinators meeting. Develop appropriate medium and
strategy for dismissing findings, insights, and follow-up plans.
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APPENDIX D
PDS Network Cycle
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APPENDIX E
Initial Interview
1. How long have you been teaching? Where did you receive your initial teacher
preparation?
2. How long have you been teaching in the grade county, grade level, school?
3. What have been your past professional development experiences?
4. What has been your involvement with Inquiry University as a member of a
professional development school?
5. What is your understanding of teacher inquiry?
6. Why did you choose to participate in this inquiry group?
7. Describe your teaching practices in the classroom?
8. What are your strengths and weaknesses as a teacher?
9. What are the positive features of Inquiry School? Why do you choose to teach
here?
10. What would be some things that you would like to change about Inquiry School?
11. When working with a group how do you normally react?
12. What else would you like to share about your experiences with the inquiry project?
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APPENDIX F
Initial Administrator Interview

1. What is your professional experience? Were you a teacher? Have you had any
previous experience in administration?

2. What are your short term plans for Inquiry School?

3. What are your long term goals for Inquiry School?

4. What are your impressions of the professional development school relationship
with Inquiry School and Inquiry University?

5. How could Inquiry University further support the work of Inquiry School?

6. What is your understanding of teacher inquiry?

7. How do you see the teacher inquiry project working in your school?

8. What else would you like to add about the teacher inquiry project?
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APPENDIX G
Final Questions
Date:
Name:
1. What are your impressions of how the inquiry project turned out?

2. What are your impressions of how the inquiry group worked together?

3. What problems did the inquiry group encounter?

4. What was the role of the university in the inquiry project/process?

5. What suggestions would you make for future inquiry groups?

6. Do you think participating in this project has impacted your school? How?

7. What were your roles/jobs in the inquiry process?

8. What else that you would like to share about the inquiry process or project?
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APPENDIX H
Staff Development Plan
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APPENDIX I
Inquiry Question 1

APPENDIX J
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APPENDIX L
Principal’s Invitation to County Officials

We have been working on our PDS (ASU) Inquiry project this year.
We picked inclusion. Our staff has had training with GLRS, Beth
Pendergraft from ASU and our resource teachers. We’ve had group
meetings and discussions to determine how best to implement
inclusion at LFH for our students. We’ve had input for all staff.

We have looked at planning, scheduling, teaching models and methods
and have tried to apply this to our school situation. We have found
that this is difficult in the elementary setting with scattered planning
times and staff working on different grades levels. After extensive
discussion and research, we have a ‘no cost’ plan we feel would work
to make inclusion an integral part of the classrooms at LFH and not
just ‘Special Ed stuck in the classroom’.

We would like to present our ideas to you and have your input and
assistance so we can finalize our plan and have it complete for 07-08
before teachers leave in May.

Our core committee would like to present this to you on Monday, May
21 at 3:45 in our large conference room. We hope your calendar will
be flexible enough to allow you to attend.

